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Preface 
This thesis entitled "Characterization of Distributions by Random 
Dilation and Contraction of Ordered Statistics" is based on five 
chapters, in which Chapter I is introductory in nature and deals with the 
basic concepts and results needed in the subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 11 deals with the characterization of continuous probability 
distributions by distributional properties of the order statistics, extending 
the results on characterization for all possible combinations of non-
adjacent order statistics using translation, contraction and dilation. 
Chapter III contains characterization of probability distributions by 
distributional properties of the non-adjacent upper record and lower 
record statistics. The result is first obtained for random translation and 
then deduced to random dilation and contraction. 
In Chapter IV, we have extended the results of Beutner and Kamps 
(2008) for non-adjacent m-gos through random dilation and m-dgos 
through random contraction to characterize the distribution of X. 
Chapter V embodies characterization results on non-adjacent dual 
generalized order statistics. Beutner and Kamps (2008) characterized the 
distributions for adjacent in-gos by contraction. These results have been 
extended for non-adjacent m-gos through random contraction. Also 
corresponding characterizing results on non-adjacent m-dgos through 
dilations are obtained. The characterizing results are first proved for 
random translation of dgus and then they are deduced for dilation and 
contraction. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography is given which have been 
referred by us and are relevant to our work. 
Chapter - I 
Preliminaries and Basic Concepts 
We have introduced here concepts and results which may be needed in 
the grasping of the results in the subsequent Chapters. 
1. Order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
Let X 1 , X 2 ,..., X„ be n random variables. If random variables 
..Y, ...., X,, are arranged in ascending order of magnitude such that 
XI: 	X2:,7 <... <_ X,,:n 
then X,..,, is called the 1111  order statistic. Xl:,, = min (X 1 ,X2 ....,X,1 ) 
and X,,.,, = max (Xi . X 7 .. . . , X„) are called extreme order statistics or 
the smallest and the largest order statistics, respectively. 
the subject of order statistics deals with the properties and applications 
of these ordered random variables and of functions involving them 
(David and Nagaraja. 2003). Asymptotic theory of extremes and related 
developments of order statistics are well described in an applausive work 
of Galambos (1987). Also, references may be made to Sarhan and 
Greenberg (1962). Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991). Arnold et al. (1992) 
and the references therein. It is different from the rank order statistics in 
which the order of the value of observation rather than its magnitude is 
considered. It plays an important role, both in the model building and in 
the statistical inference. 
I or example, extreme values are important in oceanography (waves and 
tides). material strength (strength of a chain depends on the weakest link) 
and meteorology (extremes of temperature, pressure etc). 
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Another very interesting application of the order statistics is found in 
reliability theory. The r'~1 order statistic Xr _„ in a sample of size n 
represents the life- length of a (n - r + 1) -out- of - n - system. This system 
consists of n components of the same kind with independently 
distributed life lengths. All n components start working simultaneously 
and the system fails, if r or more component fails. In other words, 
n - r + 1 components are necessary for the system to work. For r = 1, the 
system corresponds to a series system whereas for r = n, it corresponds 
to a parallel system. 
2. Distribution of order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
I lere in this section. we will discuss the basic distribution theory of order 
statistics for continuous population. 
Let X1 , X 2 ..... X„ be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
population with probability density function (pdf ) J'(x) and the 
distribution function (df) F(x) . Then the pdf of X,.: ,, , I <- r <- n, the rth 
order statistic is given by 
.fr:n(x)=Cr:nIF(x)]r-1 [I-F(x)]n-r f(r)y-oo<x<00, 	(2.1) 
where 
i 
C,.:,1 = 	
n. 
( -1)i(n_ 	=[B(r, n - r + 1)]-1 . 	 (2.2) rr )1 
In particular, the pdf of the smallest and the largest order statistics are 
.fl:n(x) = n[l - F(x)]!1-I f(x), 
fn:n(x) = n[F(x)]n-1 f(x). 
and the df of X,.: ,, is 
-oo<x<oc 	 (2.3) 
-00 < x < x 	(2.4) 
2 
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f .:ta (.X) =P[Xr:fl < <I 
= P (at least r of X1,  X2, ..., X„ are less than or equal to x) 
it 
_ I P(exactly i of Xl , X2,..., X„ are less than or equal to x) 
i=P 
=Y'/i7 
i=r 
	
J[F(x)J' [1- F(x)]' 	 (2.5) 
F( x) 
=C,.: jl f tr -1 (1 — t)'?-f"dt 	 (2.6) 
0 
= IF(x)('".17-I-+1) 	 (2.7) 
where 
1 p 1 p(a.b) _ 	5 t o-1 (1 - 	di 
B(a.b) o 
and 	B(u.b) =1 to-1(I - t)8-1 (it = F(a)F(b) 
o 	 h(a + b) 
RI/S of (2.7) is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums and 
incomplete beta function. It may also be expressed in negative binomial 
sums as (Khan, 1991). 
n-r i+i•_l 
I'r:rr (t) _ 	 [F(x)]' [1 - F(x)]1 , - Co < x < oo 	(2.8) i=O r-1 
Further (David and Nagaraja, 2003), 
I.f v, I,, (x)—~.lrr(Y)]= 	
Y1 	[F(Y)] —1[I—F(x)r' ~'+I 	(2.9) 
r-1 
[ Fv 	(x) - 'rn (x)] _ 
	
1 [F(x)], -1 [1- F(x)],~-~•+' (2.10) 
3 
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_ 	 n-1 
(t) — Fx,•:,,-~ (Y)] = r — 	[F (x)]y [1— F(x)]fr--r. 
 . 	(2.11) 
Remarks: 
The ranking of random variables X1, X2,..., X„ is preserved under any 
monotonic increasing transformation of the random variables. 
1. Regarding the probability integral transformation. if X,..,,, 1 <— r:— n, be 
the order statistic from a continuous cdf F(x), then the transformation 
= F(X,..,,) produces a random variable which is the rth order 
statistic from a uniform distribution U(0, 1). 
2. Even if X I , X- ,..., X„ are independent random variables, order 
statistics are not independent random variables. 
3. Let Xt .X-,.....X,, be iid random variables from a continuous 
distribution, then the set of order statistics {XI.,,, X2.n,..., Xn:n } is both 
sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 1986). 
4. Let X be a continuous random variable with E (X,..,,) = a r:n , 
(a) If a = E(X) exits then a,..,, exists, but converse is not necessarily 
true. That is. a,.:,, may exist for certain (but not all) values of r. 
even though a may not exist. 
(b) ar.y, for all n determine the distribution completely. 
5. If Y is a measurable function of X with the relation Y = h(X), then 
~r:n = h(X1:,7) 	 (2.12) 
if Ii is an increasing function and 
_ /2(X,.:,1) 	 (2.13) 
if h is a decreasing function. 
4 
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3. Record values and record times 
It is difficult to separate the theory of records from the theory of order 
statistics (Deheuvels. 1984 and Gupta, 1984). Records are closely related 
to the extremal order statistics. Suppose that X1, X, , • • • is a sequence of 
independent and identically distributed random variables with the df 
F(_x). Let Y j = max (XI, X2,• • •,X j ) for j? 1. We say that X1 is an 
upper record if t' j > Y1_1, j> 1. An analogous definition deals with 
lower record values. One can transform the upper record by replacing the 
original sequence of (X 1 ) by (—X 1. j > 1) or if P(X i > 0) = I for all i 
then by 1 , i >-1 . The lower record value of this sequence will 
X r 
correspond to the upper record values of the original sequence 
(Ahsanullah, 1995a). 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record 
times }U(n)}, n> 0. That is, X~;(„) is the nth upper record, where 
U(n) = min} j > U(n — 1) : X > Xr • ( „- ►1 , n > 1} 	and 	U(1) = I. 	The 
distribution of L( n).  n>_ I does not depend on F. Further, we will 
denote L(n) as the indices where the lower record values occur. By 
assumption U(l) = L(1) = 1. The distribution of L(n) also does not depend 
on F. 
Record values are observed in man,,- situations of daily life as well as in 
many statistical applications. Often we are interested in observing new 
records and in recording them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in 
sports. 
Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. 
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It may also he helpful as a model for successively largest insurance 
claims in non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest 
temperatures. Record values are also useful in reliability theory. 
3.1 Distribution of record values 
Let R(x) be a continuous function of x with R(x) = — In F(x), 
0 < F(x) < 1 and F(x) =1— F(x) . Here ' ln' is used for the natural 
logarithm. 
If we define Fu (,.) (x) as the distribution function of XU( ,. ) for r > 1, 
then we have (Ahsanullah. 1995a), 
Far( ,. ) (x)=P[X L;( ,. ) Sx]= J`~ 	(1)dF(Y), —oo<x_<co. (3.1) 
l'he p't of X( ,( ,. ) is 
-1 (x) 
( r -1) f(x), -x<x<x. 	 (3.2) 
"I'he df' of the r te' lower record value can be obtained by using the df of 
the r t/' upper record value by replacing R(x) with H(x) = —ln F(x), 
0<F(x)<1 as 
H I /-- (y•) 
P(X Ltr} <_
x) 
 = 	i)! 
dF(y) 	 (3.3) 
and the corresponding pdf fL(,. ) (x) can be written as 
(3.4) 
Further, we have [Ahsanullah (1995a) and Arnold et al. (1998)] 
[Fl" 	(x) — 'L( r) (x)] = F(x) 	i 	 (3.5) (r - 1) 
n 
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and 
r 
V~-c~r-i) (x) - 'L(r) (x)] = F(x) [H(x)] 	 (3.6) 
Remarks: 
It may be noted that if Y is a measurable function of X with the relation 
Y = h(X) , then 
(i) Y,-( ,. ) = h(Xt,r (r) ) 	 (3.7) 
(ii) YL(r) = {h(XL(,.) ), 	 (3.8) 
if h is an increasing function 
and 
(i) 'i,(r) =h(XL(,.)) 	 (3.9) 
(ii)YL(r) =h(X~,,( ,. ) ) 	 (3.10) 
if h is a decreasing function. 
4. Generalized order statistics 
Kamps (1995a) introduced the concept of the generalized order statistics 
(gos) as follows: 
Let X , X 2 , • • • , X„ be a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed (iicl) random variable (rv) with the df F(x) and the pdf' 
f(x). Let nEN, 	n>-2, 	k>0, 	nt=(m1 ,nr 2 , ,m„- I )e fin1 , 
'7-1 
M,. _ Iin1 , 	such 	that 	y;+1 = k + n - r + M,. >0 	for 	all 
i=r 
r E {1,2,'..n -1} . Then X(r,n,m,k), r =1,2,• • ,n are called gos if their 
joint pdf is given by 
7 
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,T—I 	('n-1 _  
k 	(n) 	H[F(Y)] Mi f(xi) [F(xn )]
k-1 f(xn ) 	 (4.1) 
1=1 	) i=1 
on the cone F-1(0+) < xl <x2 _<••_<x < F-1(1) of gin . 
Choosing the parameters appropriately (Cramer, 2002), we get: 
Table 4. 1: Variants of the generalized order statistics 
rat = k ( n ) y 	 m,. 
i) Sequential order 	
all 	(n - r + 1)ar 	(YT• - Y,•+l -1) 
statistics 
ii) Ordinary order 	1 	n- r + 1 	 0 
statistics 
iii) Record statistics 	1 	 1 	 -1 
iv) Progressively 
type II censored 	R,, +l 	n-r+1+ JR 	Rr order statistics j=r 
v) Pfeifer's record 
statistics 
For m} = in, _ = m„ _ i = in , it is called m -gos and the marginal density 
of the r'' in -gos is given by (Kamps, 1995a) 
(iT) 
f 1"(r.n,nl.k)(l) = 
Cr-1 ~F-(x)Iyr")—I f(x) gm 1 (F(x)), 	(4.2) (r-1)! 
where 
	
=. 	y" ) =k+(n-i)(nr+ 1). 
_ 1 	 + (1-x)TTt} , ins-1 
/2,,,(x)= 	in+1 
-log(1-x), 	m=-1 
8 
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and 
,,,(x)= fo~(1-
i)»,dt=h,(x)-h„z(0), xe[0,1). 
Also, we have (Kamps, 1995a) 
I1~ 1"(r—].n.m.k)(x) — Ex(r.n,m.k)( x )J 
(fl 	
.~ 
)  
r 2 [F(x')],"r~ [1 — (F(1))In-f }r 1 	(4.3) 
(t• - 1)!(m + 1)' -I 
V(r—l.,i—I.m.k)(X) — 	 V(r.,r.m.k)(L)] 
(n-1) 
	
Cr (~)ly;"1 [1 _ (F(x))' 1 I, -1 	(4.4) 
(r - 1)!(,n + 1) 
and 
[ ' .i"(r.n-1.nr.k) (x) — F.V (r.n.m.k) (x)] 
-  _ 	C -i 	(rat +1) [F(x)] 	
_
y," („n+l)[1 - (F(x)) 	. (4.5) 
(t. - 1)!(m + 1)r 	(n) 
Remarks: 
It may be seen that if Y is a measurable function of X with the relation, 
Y = h(X). then 
Y(r.n,nt.k) = h[X(r,n. in. k, )] , 	 (4.6) 
if h is an increasing, function. 
5. Dual generalized order statistics 
l he pclf of the dual generalized order statistics (dgos) X * (r, n. nt, k) is 
obtained by replacing 1- F(x) with F(x). 
9 
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The joint pdf of in -dgos i.e., when nt l = in, _...= in_ = in is (Burkschat 
et al., 2003) 
1X i (1.n.m.k).. .X (,t,n,m.k)(Yl, 	, x, ) 
n—I 
=k~H'V(n) 	fl[F(x1)]m f(x1) [F(xn)]k-1 f(x) 	(5.1) 
i=1 
forF-1 (1)>x j >-.x,>...>x„>F-1(0). 
l'hereiore, density function of the r th' in -dgos is given by 
(,t) 
fa"`(k)(x)= '_-1 [F(x)]'
-1
g  1 (F(x))J'(x), 	(5.2) 
where 
- 1 »,+1 
hit,(1)= ,n+1 	
nl -1 	
(5.3) 
1-logx, m=-1 
g„, (x) =1 ,,, (x) - {I», (1), 	x E [0,1). 	 (5.4) 
Also (Ahsanullah. 2004a). 
I E l” ~  (r-.- l.n.In.k) (x) — F.t (r, it.tit.k) (r)I 
(5.5) 
l urther, 
[rl'cr.,7 	
(`) — Fl,
(r.,t.,,,.k} (x)] 
— On + 1) C'- j 	[ j: (x)]yr») -(„t +l)[1 _ (f. ( ~. ))rrt+l ]r (5.6) 
~(,t) (r-1)!(In+1)' 
H 
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and 
[F • 	(x) - r • 	(.Y)J tr-l.n-4.m.k) 	"rm,m,k _ C , 1 	
[ F(t )]
7")  
r [ 1 — (F(x))
rrr 	
]r • 	 (5.7) 
r•! (in +1) r  
Remarks: 
Note that if Y is a measurable function of X with the relation, Y = h(X), 
then 
(i) }'* [( ,•.n.» m. k,)] = h[X* (r,n,m,k)], 	 (5.8) 
if h is an increasing function 
and 
(1) 	Y(r,n.In,k) = h[X* (r,n,in,k)J 	 (5.9) 
(ii) Y* (r•.rr.nr.k)=h[X(r-,n,in,k)], 	 (5.10) 
if h is a decreasing function. 
6. Random Translation 
Let U be a ry with a distribution concentrated on [0, oo J, and let X be 
another ry which is independent of U. 
11' 	Y d X +U 	 (6.1) 
then U is a random translation of X. 
where d denotes equality in distribution. 
7. Random Dilation 
Let l' be a iv with a distribution concentrated on [l,oe], and let X be 
another ry which is independent of V 
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If 	Y d XV 	 (7.1) 
then V is a random dilation of X. 
8. Random Contraction 
Let W be a ry with a distribution concentrated on [0,1], and let X be 
another iv which is independent of W. 
If 	Y d X 	 (8.1) 
then W is a random contraction of X 
9. Some continuous distributions 
I. Exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an exponential distribution to be 
denoted as X -- exp(a) if its pdf is given by 
f(i)=ae 	, 0<x< 	a>0 	 (9.1) 
with the df 
F(x)=l—eV. 0<x<oc; a>0 	 (9.2) 
The exponential distribution plays an important role in describing a large 
class of phenomena particularly in the area of reliability theory. The 
exponential distribution has many other applications. In fact, whenever a 
continuous random variable X assuming non-negative value satisfies the 
assumption. 
P(X>s-tlX>s)=P(X>t) forall s and t, 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past. For 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
12 
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11. Weibull distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Weibull distribution to be denoted 
as X — Wei (9a) if its pdf is given by 
f(x)=(fax" -1 e-o.'" , 0 <x<oo; 0>0, a>0 	 (9.3) 
with the df.  
F(x)=1—, 0<_x<oc; 8>0, a>0 	 (9.4) 
Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality control. The 
distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of strict 
randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is sometimes 
used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quantal response data. 
If we put a =1 in Weibull distribution, we get the pdf of an 
exponential distribution. 
If we put a = 2. it gives the pdf of a Rayleigh distribution. 
If' X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of Y = — log (e X a ) is 
./ (i')=e -fie C 
which is a form of Gumbel (Extreme Value Type-I) distribution. 
III. Inverse Weibull distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an extreme value distribution of 
type II (Inverse Weibull distribution) to be denoted as X - inW (9a) if 
its pc f is given by 
.1(x) = Ba x -(a+l )e,-OX
-u 
0<x<oo; 8,a>0 
	
(9.5) 
with the df 
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F(x)=e-f~' U~ 	O<x<30. 6,a>O 	 (9.6) 
If we put a =1 in Inverse Weibull distribution, we get the pdf of inverted 
exponential distribution. 
IV. Uniform distribution 
A random variable X is said to have an uniform distribution or 
rectangular distribution to be denoted as X — U(a,/3) if its pdf is given 
by 
.f (t) = 	1 —. a <_ x <_ [3 	 (9.7) ,8—a 
with the df 
x—a 
F(x) _ 
j3-a 
(9.8) 
The standard uniform distribution U(0,1) is obtained by putting a = 0 
and /3 = 1. It is to be noted that every distribution function F(X) follows 
an uniform distribution U(0.1) . This distribution is used in "rounding 
off' error, probability integral transformation, random number 
generation, traffic flow, generation of normal, exponential distribution 
etc. 
V. Pareto distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the Pareto distribution to be denoted 
as X Par (act) if its pdf f(x) and the df F(x)are of the form: 
f(x)=aaax-(a+U), a<—x<; a,a>0 	 (9.9) 
F(x)=1—(ia x-a . aSx<oo; a,a>0 	 (9.10) 
Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are distributed 
according to the Pareto law. For example, distribution of city population 
sizes, personal income etc. 
14 
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VI. Power function distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a power function distribution to be 
denoted as X - pow(aa) if its pdf f(x) and the df F(x) are of form 
- 	a -1 ,f'(x)=aa a  x 	, 0<_x<a; a,a>0 	 (9.11) 
F(x)=a-"x". 0_<x<a: u,a>O 	 (9.12) 
The power function distribution is used to approximate representation of 
the lower tail of the distribution of random variable having fixed lower 
bound. It may be noted that if X has a power function distribution. then 
Y = 1- has a I'areto distribution. 
X 
VII. Beta distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the beta distribution to be denoted 
as X --- Be (p, q) of the first kind if its pdf is of the form 
1 
f(x) B(P.q)Y(I_x)q-1, 0<_x<_1, p,q>0 	(9.13) 
Beta distribution arises as the distribution of an ordered variable from a 
uniiurm distribution. Suppose X,..,, is an ordered sample from U(0, 1), 
then X,.,,, is distributed as Be(r, n - r + 1). The standard uniform 
distribution U(0. 1) is the special case of beta distribution of first kind 
obtained by putting the exponents p and q equal to 1. If q = 1, the 
distribution reduces to the power function distribution. 
VIII. Gamma distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a gamma distribution with 
parameter a >0.  to be denoted as X - Ga (a) if its pdf is given by 
e r a` 1 
f(x)= 	, a>0 , 0<x <oo 	 (9.14) 
F(a) 
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\v ith the cqf 
F(x) _ 1 	rAe-«11a-idu, x>0 	 (9.15) 
[(a) o 
IX. Gumbel distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Gumbel distribution to be denoted 
as X — Gi nr (a) if its pdf is given by 
f(x)=ae-r" e-` -~~, 	—oo<x<oo,a>0 	 (9.16) 
with the df' 
- (L\ 
F(x)=e -` , 	—x<x<x a>0 	 (9.17) 
X. Logistic distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a logistic distribution to be denoted 
as X --- logistic (a) if its pdf is given by 
f(x)= 	—oc,<x<00,a>0 	 (9.18) 
(1 + e-at ). 
with the df 
F(x)=(1+e-"")-1, 	-:r<x<oo,a>0 	 (9.19) 
A plausible characterizing property of this distribution is that 
a F(x)[1— F(x)] = f (x) 	 (9.20) 
XI. Log-logistic distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a log-logistic distribution to be 
denoted as X log-logistic(a) if its pdf is given by 
ax f(x)= 	-a 2 , 0<x<x,a>0 	 (9.21) 
)" 
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with the df 
P(x)=(1+x)-', 0<x<oc, a>0 	 (9.22) 
It may be noted that if log X - logistic (a) then X - log-
logistic (a) distribution. 
XIL Generalized exponential distribution-I 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized exponential 
distribution-I to be denoted as X - genexp-I (a) if its pdf is given by 
J (Y)=ae-a x [1 -(in+1)e-axI1 1 
1 In(in+l)Sx<oo; a>0, 111>-1 	(9.23) 
with the c f 
F(x)=~1 -(in+1)e-a.~Inr+l 
i ln(in+1)<_x<oo; a>0,111>-1 	(9.24) 
a 
XIII. Generalized Pareto distribution-I 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized Pareto distribution-I 
to be denoted as X - genPar-1 (a) if its pdf is given by 
f(x) = a r-c`  -} [1 - (in + 1)Y -a ]1?r+1 , 
(/?I+l)a <x<; a>0,m>-1 	(9.25) 
with the cif 
E(Y)=[1 -(i)1 +I)X -a }rrr+l 
(,n + 	<_x<oo; a>0,in>-1 	(9.26) 
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XIV. Generalized power function distribution-I 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized power function 
distribution-I to be denoted as X - genpow-1 (a) if its pclf is given by 
f (x) = CZZa-I [l - ( m + 1)x° ]m+l 
0<z< (in +l);a> 0,m>-1 	(9.27) 
with the df 
F(x) =1- [l -(in + 1)xa )"`-I 
0<x<(m+1)-(1'') ;a>O,m>-1 	(9.28) 
XV. Generalized exponential distribution-II 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized exponential 
distribution-11 to be denoted as X - genexp-11 (a) if its pd] is given by 
f(x) = a e—a (rn+I)x [1 — e—a (m+I)x ]m+l 
0<x<co; a>O,w>—1 	(9.29) 
with the df 
t 
F(x)=[l-e-
a(m+px]m+l  0<x<w; a>O,m>-I 	(9.30) 
XVI. Generalized Pareto distribution-II 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized Pareto distribution-Il 
to be denoted as X - gernPar-ll (a) if its pdf is given by 
I —I —a(m+l)_ I 	—¢(m+I) my 
1<x<x; a>O,m>-1 	(9.31) 
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with the c/J• 
1<x<r; a>O,n:>-1 	(9.32) 
XVII. Generalized power function distribution-II 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized power function 
distribution-II to be denoted as X — genpotiv-11 (a) if its pdf is given 
b\ 
I —I 
cz(rrr+l)—1 	cx(rr:+l) 	r+4 f(x)=a x 	I l- i 	 j» 	, 
0<x<1; a>Oan>—I 	(9.33) 
with the df 
F(t:)=1—I1xa(»1)]„r+i, O<x<l; a>O,m>-1 	(9.34) 
XVIII. Generalized logistic distribution-I 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized logistic distribution-I 
to be denoted as X genlogistic-1 (a) if its pdf is given by 
f (x) = a e-' [I + (,n + 1)e-" 
—oc<x<oc;a>O,m>-1 (9.35) 
with the df 
F(x)=(1+(,n+l)e-"`] "'t1  —oo<x<oe;a>O,m>-1 	(9.36) 
XIX. Generalized log-logistic distribution-I 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized log-logistic 
distribution-I to be denoted as X •-- genlog-logistic•-1 (a) if its pdf is 
given bN- 
t 
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- I I 
f (x) = a x-u ~I [1 + (m + 1)x-a } m+l 
—c <x<oo;a>O,In>-1 	(9.37) 
with the df' 
F(x)=[l+(in+l)x-a ] "'*I , — oc<x<oo;a>0,m>-1 	(9.38) 
XX. Generalized logistic distribution-II 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized logistic distribution-II 
to be denoted as X -- genlogistic-II (a) if its pdf is given by 
--I  
f(x) = a e
a (nr+l )x [I + ea (»t+l )-r ] m+l 
— cr<x<cc;a>O,m>-1 	(9.39) 
with the df' 
_ I 
F(x)=1—[l +ea(m-I)x] »r+l , —x <x<oo;a>0,m>-1 (9.40) 
XXI. Generalized log-logistic distribution-II 
A random variable X is said to have a generalized log-logistic 
distribution-II to be denoted as X — genlog-logistic-II (a) if its pdf' is 
given by 
I -I f(x)=aYU(»t+l)-I [1+xa(nr+l)] nt+l 
— cc <x<cc;a >0,m>-1 	(9.41) 
with the of 
F(x)=1—[1+ '(»l+l} ]-►„+ I 	— < x<oo;a >0.m>—1 	(9.42) 
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10. Some results 
I. If logX - exp(a) then X - Par (a) 	 (10.1) 
We have. 
P[logX S x]= P[X <_e }']=1 -e -` r' 
\which Implies 
P[X:! x}=1-x' 
and hence the result. 
11. If - log X - e.\p(a) then X -- pow (a) (10.2) 
We have. 
P[-logX <- Ij= P[IogX>--v]=P[X>- e- J']=I-e -cO' 
which implies 
PIX< 	]=r" 
Similarly it can be seen that 
III. I f log X - genexp-1 (a) then X -- genPar-1 (a) (10.3) 
IV. If - log X -- genexp-1 (a) then X 	genpow-1 (a) (10.4) 
V. If log X --- genexp-11 (a) then X - genPar-11 (a) (10.5) 
VI. If' - log X - genetp-II (a) then X - genpow-II (a) (10.6) 
VII. Iflog X - Gum(a) then X - inW (a) (10.7) 
VIII. If - log X - Gum(a) then X -- Wei (a) (10.8) 
IX. If logX - logistic(a) then X 	log-logistic (a) (10.9) 
X. 11'-  tog X - logistic (a) then X - log-logistic (a) (10.10) 
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XI. IflogX - genlogistic-1 (a) then X - genlog-logistic-1 (a) 
XII. If - log X - genlogistic-1 (a) then X - genlog-logistic-1 (a) 
(10.12) 
X11I. Ii logX - genlogistic-11 (a) then X - genlog-logistic-II (a) 
(10.13) 
XI V. It' - log X -- genlogistic-11 (a) then X - genlog-logistic-11 (a) 
(10.14) 
11. Abstract of the Thesis 
Characterization results are those which shed light on modeling 
sequences of certain distributional assumptions and those which have 
potential for the development of hypothesis testing for model 
assumptions. 
Various approaches are available in the literature to characterize 
distributions through ordered statistics. For example through conditional 
expectation: Ferguson (1967), Hamdan (1972), Khan and Khan (1986, 
2009). Khan and Abu-Salih (1989), Balakrishnan (1991), Balakrishnan 
and Cohen (1991). Franco and Ruiz (1996, 1997), Ouyang and Wu 
(1996). Balasubramanian and Dev (1997). Wcsolowski and Ahsanullah 
(1997). Keseling (1999). Khan and Abouammoh (2000), Wu and Lee 
(2001). Lee (2001), Lee et al. (2002), Raqab (2002), Athar et al. (2003), 
Lee (2003). Bieniek and Szynal (2003), Cramer and Kamps (2003), 
Ahsanullah and Raqab (2004), Ahsanullah el al. (2004), Cramer el al. 
(2004), Gupta and Ahsanullah (2004), Khan and Alzaid (2004), Raqab 
and Abu-Lawi (2004). Wu (2004), Beg and Ahsanullah (2006), Khan et 
al. (2006, 2007, 2009. 2010a, 2011, 2012a, 2012b, 2012c), Bieniek 
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(2007), Bairamov and Ozkal (2007), Samuel (2008). Khan and Athar 
(2010), Athar et al. (2010) amongst others. 
Through spacing: Puri and Rubin (1970), Rossberg (1972), Ahsanullah 
(1973. 1976, 1978a. 1978b. 1981a, 1989, 1991, 1995a, 1995b, 2000, 
2004a. 2004b. 2006a. 2006b, 2009, 2010), Beg and Kirmani (1979), 
Huang el at (1979), George and Mudholkar (1981a, 1981b). Huang and 
Lin (1984), Khan and Ali (1987). Gather (1989), Riedel and Rossberg 
(1994), Kamps (1995b), Kamps and Gather (1997), Pakes (1997), 
Rossberg et al. (1997). Balakrishnan and Rao (1998a, 1998b), Navarro et 
at (1998), Ahsanullah and Nevzorov (2001), Cramer and Kamps (2001), 
Kamps and Cramer (2001), Markiewicz (2002), Alzaid and Ahsanullah 
(2003), Burkschat et at (2003), Cramer et at (2003), Kamps and 
Keseling (2003), Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (2004), Hamedani and 
Volkmer (2005), Oncel et a1. (2005). Ahsanullah and Hamedani (2007), 
Pakes and Navarro (2007), Arnold et at (2008), Beutner and Kamps 
(2008), Navarro (2008) and Castano-Martinez et at (2010) etc. 
Through conditional Variance: Beg and Kirmani (1978), Ahsanullah 
(1981), Dallas (1981b), Huang and Lin (1984), Khan and Beg (1987), 
Khan et at (2008), Oncel (2009), Haque and Faizan (2010) and Khan et 
at (2010b) etc. 
In this thesis, continuous distributions have been characterized through 
random translations, contractions and dilations of order statistics, record 
statistics, generalized order statistics and dual generalized order statistics. 
We first introduce the concept of random translation, dilation and 
contraction: 
Let U be a ry with a distribution concentrated on [0,m], and let X be 
another ry which is independent of U. 
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If 	I'd X + U 	 (11.1) 
then (I is a random translation of X where d denotes equality in 
distribution. 
Let V be a rev with a distribution concentrated on [l,oc], and let X be 
another rvv which is independent of V 
If 	Y d XV 	 (11.2) 
then V is a random dilation of X 
Let lf' be a ri• with a distribution concentrated on [0.1], and let X be 
another ry which is independent of W. 
If 	Y d X I~V 	 (11.3) 
then W is a random contraction of X . 
•l'he thesis is based on five chapters in which Chapter I is introductory in 
nature and deals with the basic concepts and results needed in the 
subsequent chapters. 
In Chapter Il. we have characterized continuous probability distributions 
by distributional properties of the order statistics. Let X,.: ,, be the ril' 
order statistic from a sample of size n . Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003). 
' esolowski and Ahsanullah (2004), Oncel et al. (2005), and Navarro 
(2008) etc. have characterized the distribution of X when 
X r:11-1 6 Xi..,? ' Y 
X1•:1] d A 1• - I:11 
X,•:,1 c ,~ . tI 1 
X,•:,, 	' r:,,-1 • IV 
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Xr-i:,1 d ,k~,1:,r * W 
r-1:n-1 d 	:n , W 
where V has Pareto distribution with df F(x) = I- x-a , a >0,  x E (l,00) 
denoted as Par(a)and W has power function distribution with df 
F(x) = x u , a >0 , .X E (0,1) denoted as potiv (a) . 
In these papers only adjacent order statistics are considered, whereas we 
in this Chapter have extended the results for all possible combinations of 
non- adjacent order statistics using translation, contraction and dilation to 
characterize distributions. 
Chapter III deals with the characterization of probability distributions by 
distributional properties of the upper record and lower record statistics. 
Let X [, (,. and XL(r) be the lower and upper record statistics. Alzaid and 
Ahsanullah (2003) and Oncel et al. (2005) have characterized the 
distribution of X when 
Xt; (r-+ 1) 1l Xt:(r) • V 
XL(r) d X L(r _ I) ' V 
XU,r ( ,.) 	 W 
XL(r+4) d AL( r ) ' yW 
where i' - Par(a) and W - pow(a) . 
Whereas, we in this Chapter have extended the results for non- adjacent 
lower and upper records using random translation, contraction and 
dilation to characterize distributions. 
In Chapter IV, we have extended the results of Beutner and Kamps 
(2008) : 
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X(r,n,m,k) d X(i• - l,n,rn,k) - V 
X(r•,n,,nn,k) d X(r - l,n - l,nr,k) - V 
.V(r,il - 1.in,k) d X(r,n,in,k) V 
for non-adjacent nr -gas through random dilation, where X(r,n,m,k) is 
the r th generalized order statistics (m-gos) from a sample of size n and 
V - Par(a) . 
11' X * ( r, n. na, k) be the dual generalized order statistics (ni-dgos) , then 
the corresponding results 
X * (i•,n.in.k) d X * (r - l.nm,k) - W 
X (r,n.Inn,k) d X (r-1,n-1,in,k) • W 
* 	 * (r,n - l, 	d X nr.k) X (r,n,in,k) - W 
where W pow(a), have been extended to non-adjacent m-dgos 
through random contraction for characterizing the distribution of X. The 
results are first obtained for random translations and then they are 
deduced to random dilation and contraction. 
Chapter V embodies characterization results by distributional properties 
of non-adjacent dual generalized order statistics. Beutner and Kamps 
(2008) characterized the distributions for adjacent in-gos by contraction: 
X(r-1,n,m,k) d X(r,n,m,k) - W 
X(r - l,n -1,rn.k) d X(r,n,nr,k) • W 
X(r,n,in,k) d X(r,n-l,m,k) • W 
where W -- pow(a). 
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These results have been extended for non-adjacent in-gos through random 
contraction. Also corresponding results for adjacent m-dgos by dilation: 
— l.n.nl.k) d X*( t%n,m,k) V 
X (r-l.n-1.in.k) d X (r,n.in.k) • V 
,k' k) d X(r,n-1,m,k) • V 
where V - Para). have been extended to non-adjacent in-dgos. The 
characterizing results are first proved for random translation of dgos and 
then they are deduced for dilation and contraction. 
In all these Chapters. results are proved by convolution of distributions 
using mgi and differential equations. a technique used to solve open 
problems as claimed by Castano-Martinez et al. (2010) by providing 
simpler proofs. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography is given. 
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Characterization of Distributions by Translation, Contraction and 
Dilation of Order Statistics 
1. Introduction 
The Jxdf' and df of X,..,, . the r"' order statistic from a sample of size 
„. is given as [Arnold eta/. (1992) . David and Nagaraja (2003)]: 
f t",,1 (x)= C',:n [F(x)],--i 
[I-F(x)],~-' 
f(1), 	a<x<i 	(1.1) 
where 
C'.. = 	Y,! 	_[B(,,n-r+l)] 
and 
n " Y1 
_ 	[F(r)J' [I - F( x)], 	a <x <,8 	(1.2) 
.i=r 
with the convention 
= a 	and 	A n:,n-i _ fi 
In the literature distributions of X have been characterized under random 
dilation and contraction for possible combinations of adjacent order 
statistics: 
X, en - i d X,.:, n - V 
V 
Part of the results of this Chapter are contained in Khan and Shah (2012 a,b) 
(Ii , acteri_a1ion of Disirihutio,is h}' Translation. Contraction and Dilation... 
X1':tr d X,.- I:r7-1 ' V 
where V 	Par (a) and 
Xr:,l d Xr:17-1 ' 6V 
Xr -1:11 d Xr:,z ' W 
.k',._I:11-1 d Ik r:n ' iv 
«- here 6V — po►r(a), by Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003), Wesolowski and 
Ahsanullah (2004). Oncel et al. (2005) and Navarro (2008). We, in this 
Chapter. have extended the results for non-adjacent combinations and 
have characterized the distributions under random dilation and 
contraction and have solved some open problems as posed by Arnold 
et al. (2008). The results are first established for random translation and 
then deduced to contraction and dilation. 
We assume that the c f is differentiable w.r.t. its arguments. 
2. Characterization of the exponential, Pareto and power function 
distributions 
Theorem 2.1: Let X,..,, be the r'h order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
F(.v). then for I <_r<s<_n. 
-J:n 4 X r:11 +" j • 	 f =0,1 
	
(2.1) 
where U1 d X s.,._ i.,,_,. is independent of X,..,, if and only if 
X I — exp(a ). Here U is random translation of X r .,, . 
Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the mgf' of X,.,, be tvf 	(t) , 
r.n 
then 
XS:1? d Xr:n + Leo 
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implies 
(t) = Mr -rn (t) • M(;,i (t ) 
For the exp(a) distribution, the ingf of the r1' order statistics X,.: ,, is 
(~ 	I^(n + 1) 
.1 	
Y er.~ 	- 	F l 
	
) — I - 	
r~ r 
M 	)= F(r)r(n—,'+1)Jo 	
[ F ( x ) f' [ ( 	f(-rdx ) 
- 	a r(n + 1) et.~-[1 - e-av ]r-1 r e-av In-r+l clx - 
r(r)r(n—Y+1) 	 1 	
L 	1 
_ 	 aF(n+l) 	r [e-ax ] lr-Ytl-t a [1 —e-a.V lr-IdX F(r•)F(n-r-0 t 
i(n+1)T n-r- t +1 
= 	a 	 (2.?) 
a 
rr 	 -I - ~ t 1-- 
ai 
I here lore. 
1 (n-r+1)r n-s- t +1 al \.(t) 	 a 
MX r:r (t) F(n-s+l)F n-r--- +1 
But this is the ingf of X s._ r ,n _ r .  , the (s - r)tl' - order statistic from a 
sample of size (n - r) drawn from the exp(a), in view of (2.2) and the 
result follows. 
l'o prove the sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
./ .Vc 11 (Y) = L J .l rar (X ) 'I c rn—r (1 — x)dy 
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a 
B(n—s+l,s—r) J 
X [I _ e-a(y-x)1s-, -1 .f,i' . (x)dx . 	 (2.3) 
r.n 
Differentiating both the sides of (2.3) ut'.r.t. y , we get for s >- r + 1. 
d 	_ 	a (s - r - 1) 	( ► 	-a(i'-.~) n-s+2 
di f~S:l1(y)- B(n-s+1,s-r)Jo'a[e 
x [1 - ea' 	1s-r-2is-r-2 j,,r:n (x)dx 
a (n - s + 1) 	Ss a [e-a( v-xj1 ►t-s+4 
B(n—s+1,s—r)o 
X [1 _ e-a(~'-x) Is-r-1 ,farm (x)dx 
which leads to 
d 
s:,1 (l')=a(n-s+ 1 )[f 	 (Y)- ft' :11 (1')J dy 
or. 	f1'(Y)=a(n- s+ 1)[Ft•s I17 (v)-F>v(Y)]. 	 (2.4) 
Further, since (David and Nagara}a, 2003) 
1 	 - 
t .s-I:n (l') - F-~'s:n (A = [Si 1 [f'(Y)]
s 
[1 - F(Y)]
,r.~•rf 	(2.5 ) 
Therefore, in view ot'(1.1). (2.4) and (2.5), we have 
fly)=l-e-a~, a,y>0 
and the Theorem is proved. 
Remark 2.1: Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003) have proved that 
Xr:n d X r-In + U 
where U- exp(n - r + 1) if and only if X l -- exp(1), which is a particular 
case of Theorem 2.1. 
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Remark 2.2: Castano-Martinez et al. (2010) have shown that 
:n d X ,.:,1 + U 
where U d - log 11' with W - Be(n-s+1,s-r) if and only if 
exp(1). 
Corollary 2.1: Let X r:,, be the r te' order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
F(_v) . then for 1 <_ r < s <_ n , 
Xs- j:n d Xr:,r ' T''i 	j = 0,1 
	
(2.6) 
where V 1 d X,._r_j:„_r is independent of Xr .,, if and only if 
Par (a) . 
Proof: Here the product X,.: ,, • V1 in (2.6) is called random dilation of 
X,.., (Beutner and Kamps, 2008). To prove consider 
log X ..: ,1 d log X r:11 + logXs-r:n-r 
which implies 
X s:n d X r:n Xs-,.:12-r 
and the result follows in view of (1.2.12) and (1.10.1). 
Corollary 2.2: Let X,..,1 be the rth order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
d/' E(x), then for 1 <- r < s <- n , 
Xr+j:n d X5:,7 . 1'V 	/ = 0.1 	 (2.7) 
where W i d X,__,.,.-~ is independent of Xs:,, if 	and only if 
pow•(a) . 
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Proof: Here the product X,..,, • W1 in (2.7) is called random contraction 
of .Y,:,, (Beutner and Kamps, 2008). To prove the Corollary. we note that 
- log -V 	(J - log A',':,, - log X.,-, :,t-,• 
which implies 
X„-.s+I:n d .k'„ ,--i:,, • :Y„-s+1:n-,- 
or. 	',.:n ~l Xs :n ' X,•a-1 
and the result follows in view of (1.2.13) and (1.10.2). 
For j = 0 and r = s -1. it was studied by Wesolowski and Ahsanullah 
(200.1). 
Theorem 2.2: Let X,..,, be the r te' order statistic from a sample of size 
nn dra,,v n from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
F(i- ). thenfor 1<r<s<n, 
d X,C-r:,z_r +U1. 	J 0,1 	 (2.8) 
where L'~ d ,k',.- /:,,- j is independent of X,._,•:n-,• if and only if 
exj)(a). 
Proof: The proof of the necessary part is as given in Theorem 2.1. 
To prove the sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
= 	a 	f[e_a0'_ 1n-r+ I 
B(n — r+1,r) 0 
	
X l t _ r 	e-a(y-.x ) Ir-I .j.v 	(•t ) dx . 	 (2.9) 
t)ifferentiating both the sides of(2.9) 'o.l.t. y , we get 
. (i) -_ a(/ -1) 	r v a [e-a(~ -x)~„-, _2 C/V 	ti.n 	Jo 
x [1 c 	i2  ids-.:n-r (x)dt 
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— a(n — r + 1) 
fo: a[e-a( v- -),n-r+1 
B(n-r+1,r) 
x [1 _ e1' 	]r_1 ]r-1 f1' rar r (x)d. 	 (2.10) 
Now Since, 
	
a 	-rn n-r-1 	-crt r-1- B(n-I•+1,1-) 
_ _ 	a 	k,-a 1r,-, -1[l - e-cam ]r-2[l _ e-al 
B(n-r+1,r) 
= 	a 	Fe-aI ]n-r+1 [1 - e-cat Ir-2 
B(n-r+l,r) 
B(n-i"+I,r) 
Or. 	------ - a 	1n-r+? [1- e-cxv~ ] r-2 
B(n-r+1.1•) 
_ 	a 	-ar n-r+l 	-cam r-2 
- B(n-1•+1, •) 	[
1- e 	] 	-f'r:»(Y) 
i7 
(X) - f r:,1 (X) 
I'his leads to 
(' l' 
, 	
/' 
Cfl J '
s:n (~) = a n JQ •1 r-h,-1 (y v - X )J vs-r:n r ` x )dx 
 -anf
1' 
f. (- t)f1' 	(i)cdx 
= a n[ [f '11 (v) — ✓ .v Sa) (v)] 
or, 	 f 	(Y) = a n[F,v 	(v) - F v (y)] 	 (2.11) 
l urthcr, since (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
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l ~:l i:n 	 ') - Ft s:,, (}')] _ 	[F(Y)]
S-t [1 - F(Y)]' 	. (2.12) 
s-1 
Therefore. in view of (1.1), (2.11) and (2.12), we have 
fO•)=a[1 - 
implying that 
F(y) = 
and the Theorem is proved. 
Corollary 2.3: Let X,..rr be the r tjr order statistic from a sample of size 
to drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
clf F(i) . then for l < r < s <- n . 
d Xs-r:n-r • 1/ 1 	j = 0,1 	 (2.13) 
where V~ d X,-- j:,,- j is independent of XS_r:n-r if and only if 
A", - 
 
Par(a) 
Proof: This can he proved by considering 
lug X.~ :rr d log ,1's -r:n r + log X r:n 
'\hich implies 
-V.c:n d X.+-r:rr r • X r:n 
and the result follows in view (1.2.12) and (1.10.1). 
Remark 2.3: For j = 0 and r = 1, we get 
Xs:,r d X.~-l:,r-1 • X1:,r 
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Corollary 2.4: Let X,..,, be the r tl' order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
dj' F(_x). then for l <_ r <s S n, 
Y,:,, j d A'1:51  'W1 , 	 j = 0a 	 (2.14) 
here ii' d X 	 j is independent of Xra_i  if and only if 
Proof: This can be proved by considering 
- log  X 	d - log Xs-, :,,-, - log 
that implies 
X,i-c+►:,,-r ' X/7-r+i:n 
or. 	X,.:,r £1  Xr:s-I 
and the result follows by an appeal of (1.2.13) and (1.10.2). 
Remark 2.4: For j = 0 and s = n. we get 
r 	
X r:,, - I 
as given in Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (2004). 
Theorem 2.3: Let .Y,.: ,, be the r` I' order statistic from a sample of size 
rr drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
d/' 1(x) . then for I < r < in <n, 
Xr+„- ,,,- j:,,- j d X:,,, + U1  , 	j = 0,1 	 (2.15) 
where U1 d X„_,,,_ f ,,_ 	is independent of X,._,,, if and only if 
k'I - exp(a). 
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Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the mgf of X,,_,,,+ ,..,, be 
t1 1 	(t) , then 
fl-/fl - r:n 
X il-NI - f- /•:/1 Cl  'r:n! + U0 
implies 
M •V n-m-r:n (t) = 	r:nr (t) • M uo (t) . 
Since for the exp(a) distribution, the nlgf of the r`hl order statistics 
as given in (2.2) is 
_t ,11  n, (t) = r:  
h(itn+1)F rrz—r— 1 + 
a 
[(in—r+l)[ ,n— t + 
(2.16) 
= 	
1 — 1 f=»~ r.•..1 	a! 
Therefore, 
'L (t)_ 	 n-nrr:n~t) _ 
M'r:m (t) 
1(n+1)T m—t+l a 
Fj I 
I7 	 -I 
= H r 
1— t 
=»r=I` 	ai 
But this is the ing' of X„_,,,.,, , the (n — m)`hl — order statistic from a 
sample of size n drawn from the exp(a) and the result follows. 
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For the proof of sufficiency part, note that the pdf of X„_,,r+r:n by the 
convolution method is 
_  
~ (v) B(in + 1,n - in) JO [ 	
] 
x [1 - e-a(v-x) n-m-] 	dr . (2.17 )  
1)ifterentiatine both the sides of (2.17) w.r.t. y, we get 
da(n - nt - 1) } 	-a(y-x) m+2 
dt. ft"„ ,~~•r,,(~~)- B(m+1.n- in) ~0 a[e 	] 
x tl — 	 jrr-,n-2 f Yr:m (x)dx 
a(rn+1) 	r~' - 
	
	 (1-.r)+l 
B(ni+l,n-m) 
a[e-a ]nr 
J 
x [1 _ e-a( i--.r) ]rr-m-I fY 	(x)dx . 	(2.18) 
r.rn 
Now since, 
= 	a 	e-aY m+l 1 _ e-a~ 1n-m-I 
~l" ,rr:r ("
Y
) 	B(m + 1, 1t - iii ) [ 
	] 	[ 	] 
-rzi nr+l 	-car - _ 	a 	[e 	] 	[1 - e 	]nm-2 [1 - e-a~ ] 
B(In+l,n-in) 
_ 	a 	[e-ax ]nr+l [1 _ e-ax 1n-m-2 
B(m+1,n-in) 
_ 	a 	[ e-czr ]m+2 [1 - e-ar ],r-m-2 
B(m+1,n-in) 
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or. 	u 	[e -cat 1m+2 [1 — e -ar 1n-m-2 
B(in+1,n-in) 
a 
	
[e-CLx lnt+l [1 _ e 	1n-11-2 - ~k 	(x) 
B(m + 1.n - in) 	1 	L  
implying that 
a (i _111 -1) -[e' 1//1+211 - ea 1n-nt-2 
B(Ill+1.17 - in) 
-11,f•~»-m-I:»-I (X)-(11-ill - I)fV,1-111:11 (X). 
This leads to 
L~l' J .1 » rrr • rar (1) = a' f t »-m+r-lw-I (Y) - fvn 	(~-)] 
or. 	f1 	(v) = a n[F l 	(3') -1 	(2.19) - rr-nt.r ,r 	 »-nrr--I»-I 	 »-ntr» 
Further. since (David and Nagaraja. 2003) 
11 1 	rt-nt+rI 	nt-r 
~F (l
,
)~ 	11— FO') 	 (2.20) 
Therefore, in view of (1.1). (2.19) and (2.20), we have 
l(1')=all — F(►')) 
implying that 
E
(1)=e-u t' 
and the - Theorem is proved. 
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Corollary 2.5: Let X,..,, be the r h` order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn 1mm a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
d!"F(x), then for I<_r<in<n, 
l',. „-», J:,,- 	d X,":», ' V1. 	j = 0.1 	 (2.21) 
where I', d X„_,,, f:,,_ 	is independent of X,.; ,,, if and only if 
k l -- Par(a). 
Proof: The Corollary is proved by considering 
log ”,:-»1-r:,l d log X," :», + log X»» 1:,, 
and then by an appeal of (1.2.12) and (1.10.1). 
this is of the form 
	
d X1":», XS-r:,1 , 	1:r<S, in <n 	 (2.22) 
which was claimed by Arnold etal. (2008) as an open problem. 
At j = 0 and in = it - 1 . we have 
.Yr . ]:» d Xr:» - I ' X1:» 
as given in Castano-tilartinez et al. (2010). 
Corollary 2.6: Let X r .,, be the r tl' order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
If F(x), then for 1<_r<in<n, 
ct :Y,":», w1 • 	j = 0.l 
	
(2.23 ) 
\\ here i~t~ cd X»,+i:,,- 1 is independent of X,.:», if 	and only if 
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Proof: The Corollary is proved by considering 
- log Xn-m-r .,r d -log Xnm - log Xn-m:n 
and then by an appeal of (1.2.13) and (1.10.2). 
This is of the form 
X, d Xr:m , Xm-I:n. 15r<m<% 	 (2.24) 
which at r = 1, reduces to 
X l:n d Xl:,n Xm+l:n 
as discussed by Arnold eta! (2008). 
At 1=0 and m=n-l,wehave 
Xr:n Cl Xr:n-I 
as given by Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (2004) and Castaiio-Martinez et 
al. (2010). 
Theorem 2.4: Let Xr:n be the r°' order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
df F(x), thenfor l<r<m<n, 
Xrin-m-j." d Xi-m:n+Uj , 	 j=0,1 	 (2.25) 
where U j d 	is independent of X.n if and only if 
X I - exp(a). 
Proof: The proof of the necessary part is as given in Theorem 2.3. 
For the proof of sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
f ",~ 	( )= 	a - +r,~ Y 	B(m-r+1,r)•0 
x[1 _ e-a(J' x)jr I fXn-n..(x)dx. 	 (2.26) 
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Differentiating both the sides of (2.26) n'.r.t. y , we get 
(i) = 	a(t• -1) 	$~'a[e-a(y-x) ]m-r+2 
, ,, 	B( in - r + 1, r) 
x [1 — 	 1r-2 f n-»rn `C)dY 
a(m - r + 1) $ 1a  le-(y-.Y) 1»t-r+l 
B(m-r+1.r) 
x [1 - e,-a(y-.r) ]/'-1 f l,r n,.n (x)dy 
vv hich leads to 
d / 	 {' 
( y ) 
_ 
= a (in — i + 1) [ .~v» m-r la, (y) — f ,r-»r-r:n (Y)1 
or. 	 fv , u! 	(v) = a (in - r + 1)[Fv» -nt+rI,t ( .l') - t n-mrr n (')L (2.27) 
Since (David and Nagaraja. 2003) 
( v) — Fv 	 (v)] »-m+r:n  
it 	 r-nr1 	 -r+l 
= to - r + 1 [F(y)]
r 	[1- F(v)Jnt 	 (2.28) 
l'herelore. in view of(1.1), (2.27) and (2.28), we have 
.f(v) = all  - 
implying that 
F(v)=e 	a,y>0 
and the 'Theorem is proved. 
Corollary 2.7: Let 	,..,t be the r' order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
If F(x) . then for 1 <_ r < nt < n , 
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X r+ll-»7-):11 d X 11-nl:ll ' `1 , 	J =0.1 	 (2.29) 
\\- here V1 d X,._ ;.,,, is independent of X„_,,,.,, if 	and only if 
X1 Par(a). 
Proof: The Corollary is proved by considering 
log X ,J -»7~Y:,1 	log  	+ log Xr:m 
and then by an appeal of (1.2.12) and (1.10.1). 
At j = 0 , ve get 
X11-111+1':» d X»-111:11 X r:in , 
That is 
XS:11 d X:1 ' X s_r:ll -r 
as given in Corollary 2.1. 
Corollary 2.8: Let X r:n be the rrr' order statistic from a sample of size 
jn drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) 
and the df F(x) , then for 1 <_ r < in <n, 
'»r-r+ j+l:» (I X01+1:» ' W j , 	j = 0,1 	 (2.30) 
where W.~ d X,,,_r+ j+i:,,, is independent of X,,,+i:,, if and only if 
X, - poir(a). 
Proof: The Corollary is proved by considering 
- log X 	d - log X»-»:» - logXr:»t 
and then by an appeal ol'(1.2.13) and (1.10.2). 
At r = I and j = 0. this reduces to 
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V` 777 :77 LI X 177 + in Y7 	X 177 :171 
or. 	.V?1:77 d Xr-~-1:17 ' Xr:r , 	1<_r<n 
where X,..,. - poi' (ra) as obtained by Navarro (2008) and Castaño-
Martinez el al. (2010). 
3. Characterization of the logistic and log-logistic distributions 
Theorem 3.1: Let X 7 .:11 be the r'h order statistic from a sample of size n 
drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df F(x), 
then for 1<r<m<n, 
	
d Xr:n + U1 , 	j = 0,1 
	
(3.1) 
where U1. d Y„-,,,_ j: ,,_,. is 	the (n - in - j)`h - order statistic from a 
sample of size 	(n - r) drawn from the exp(a) 	distribution and 	is 
independent of X,.:,, if and only if X 1 - logistic(a) . 
Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the ingf of X ra„ be M 	(1), 
r.n, 
then 
'V,•:,,, 4 X,..,n + Uo 
implies 
W 1• . nr (l) = !VI r:n (l) 	1u (1) 
Since for the logistic(a) distribution, the mgf of the r th order statistics 
is 
(1) = - 
h(rtt + 1) 	I7 e' [F(x)r1 [1 _ F(x)j"` f(x)dx trn, 	1 (r)T(nr-r+1) y 
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- 	aT !)l +1) 
F(r)F(n— + 1) -~ 
Jx etx[ e j!r+I [ 	 dx 
 1 + e-ai 
a F In + 1 	~' le-a x 
1
» r-r+1-1 a 	1 - 	 ]111+ld.y 
F(r)F(m-r+1)J-1 	 l+e-a.`  
t 	 t 
I r+ 	III in-r- 	+l 
a a 
F(r)1(m-r+1) 
(3.2) 
l hereft rc. 
1-(n-r+1)r m-r- 1 +1 • 1 	(r) 	 a r:nr 
t'o(t) 	
~171"r:,, ) 	h(nt—r+l)I n—f — 	+1 
a 
But this is the mgi of Y„_,,,,,,,., the (n - nl)th - order statistic from a 
sample of size (n - r) drawn from the exp(a). in view of (2.2) and the 
result follows. 
for the proof of sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
B(nt-I-+1.n-in) 
[1 _ e-a( - 	1„»r1 f Y (x)dx . 	 (3.3) 
Differentiating both the sides of (3.3) ►v.r.t. y, we get. 
cl I 	(i) 	a(n - in - 1) 	1 1 a [e- 1 -.Y) j»►-r+2 
B(»l - r+1.n- iii) 0 
,~-m-2 	 a(m - r + 1) x[1-e 	I 	fl,ru(x)L1— B(nr-r+1,n-in) 
X ( a [a e-a(t- x-)1m-r+l [1 — e-a(j'-x) ]n-»r-I ,.1r.,: (x)dx 
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NN hick leads to 
(}')-a (in -r+l)[1,'r:,»+i (1')-fa',:,,, (Y)A 
or, 	 f.  ( y ) = a (m - r + l)fFv ""I ( y') - F"rm (~')] . 	 (3.4) 
Further, since (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
t F-\ , ,-:,,, i ( -) - F-1r,,, O')) =
m 
 r -1 [F(y)]r 
[I - F(1')1,►,-r+I . 	(3.5) 
11'herelore, in view of( 1.1), (3.4) and (3.5), we have 
= a[F( 	- F(v)j. 
But this is the characterization result for logistic distribution 
I'(11= l e - CZ` 4 and hence the Theorem. 
Corollary 3.1: Let X,..,, be the r' l' order statistic from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
clf F(x). then for 1<_r<int<ii. 
j d ,k',.:,, ' Vi1 	1=0.1 	 (3.6) 
where [ d Y„- Fn - j:,,- r is the (n - in - j)t ' - order statistic from a 
sample of size (ti- r) drawn from the Pnr(a) distribution and is 
independent of ,l',.. if and only if X 1 - log-logistic(a). 
Proof: This can be proved by considering 
log ,1r:,,, d log X,.: ,, + log Y,r-»,:n-r 
which implies 
and the result follows in view of (1.2.12), (1.10. 1) and (1.10.9). 
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At ,j=0, m=n -1, we have 
Yi:,,-,. 	 (3.7) 
where Y,, -- Par[(n - r)a] as obtained by Oncel et al. (2005). 
Corollary 3.2: Let X,..,, be the r'h order statistic from a sample of size 
ri drawn from a continuous population with the pdJ f(x) and the 
di F(x), then for 1 r < in <s <_ n. 
X,:,, , IV , 	j = 0,1 	 (3.8) 
%\- here JV d Y.- 	is  the (i-+ j)tl' - order statistic from a sample of' 
size (s - 1) drawn from the pow(a) distribution and is independent of 
X,..,, if and only if X I - log-logistic(a). 
Proof: This is case of random contraction. This can be proved by 
considering 
-log X,.:», d - log X,.: ,, - log Y„-»,:,,-r 
implying that 
XnI-r+l:m C f 'n -r +I:n ' Y,fl- r+l:,r -r 
and the result follows in view of (1.10.2), (1.2.13) and (1.10. 10). 
11'wweput in-r+1=r and n-r+1=s, then we get 
fi, ,n  cl : s:n ' Yr:s-I 
the relation is of the form 
W, 	r<s, nt<n 	 (3.9) 
which Arnold et al. (2008) claimed to be an open problem. 
At r = to and s = n. this is of the form 
,k',,,:m d X,t:„ ' 
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as discussed in Arnold etal. (2008). 
At r = s — 1 and nr=n — I. we get 
s-Ian-1 (I k's:,7 
	 (-).lo) 
where }' I-I " j)uw[(s —1)a] 
Chapter - III 
Characterization of Distributions by Translation, Contraction and 
Dilation of Record Statistics 
1. Introduction 
The pdf and df of X L( ,. ) , the r't' lower record is [Ahsanullah (1995a) 
and Arnold etal. (1998)1: 
1'L(r ) (x)_ (r 1 1)![H)]f(x), 	a <x<fi 	 (1.1) 
and 
' -I ~ 
'/. 	
HY
r) ( x)=e 
	[ ()] , a<x<f3 	 (1.2) 
J=0 	J. 
where H(x) = — In F(x), 0 < F(x) <1. 
The pdf and df of X L,( ,.) , the r u`' upper record is [Ahsanullah (1995a) 
and Arnold etal. (1998)]: 
(x)= (j 	1)i[R(x)]
r-l
.f(x), 	a <x<f3 	 (1.3) 
and 
	
U(r) (x) = I — F.vt.,(r) (x) = e
-R(~) 	[R( x)] a<x<fi (1.4) 
.i=0 	J. 
where R(x)=—lnF(x), 0<F(x)<I and F(x)=1—F(x). 
with the convention 
Xu(0) = a and X L(0) = f3 . 
Part of the results of this Chapter is contained in Khan and Shah (2012 a) 
('h irarrc'ri:micn of Distributions hr Translation, Uonmuction and Dilation... 
Distributions have been characterized through record statistics by random 
dilation and contraction methods for adjacent record statistics such as 
	
X L(r) d X L( ,.+l) ' V 	and Xt,;(,.+])  d X L( ,. ) • V , 
where V -- Par( a) and 
'L(,•.-1) d X L 	W 	and 	X L;( ,. ) cl X L• ( ,.+I) ' W, 
vv - here W -- pow (a) . by Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003) and Oncel el al. 
(2005). But perhaps no attempt has been made to characterize the 
distributions through random dilation and contraction when the records 
are not adjacent. Although Castano-Martinez et al. (2010) solved some of 
the problems of non-adjacent records through integral equations 
emphazing that it is almost impossible to find the solution using 
differential equations. We, therefore, in this Chapter have made an 
attempt to extend the results for non-adjacent records for dilation and 
contraction in characterizing the distributions using differential equations 
rather than lnteyulal equations. The result is first obtained for random 
translation and then deduced to random dilation and contraction. 
We assume that the cif is differentiable wv.r.t. its arguments. 
2. Characterization of the Gumbel, Weibull and inverse Weibull 
distributions 
"Theorem 2.1: Let X j.(s. ) be the sth lower record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pelf f(x) and the df F(x) , then for 
1Sr<s, 
X L(r-i) d XL(,) + U1 , 	j=0,1 	 (2.1) 
where U 1 d }'.._ r .,._ I is the (s - r - j)` /? - order statistic from a 
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sample of size (s — 1) drawn from the exp(a) distribution and is 
independent of XL() if and only if X - Gum(a). Here U1 is random 
translation of XL(S) 
Proof: "i'o prove the necessary part, let the rngf of XL(r) be M .VLO (t), 
then 
X L(r) CI XL(,.~ + Uo 
implies 
(t ) =t,L(s) (t) M ( ) (t) . 
Since for the Gunn (a) distribution, the n1gjof the r`I' lower record X L(r) 
is given b'' 
Mt(t)= 1(r)
J setx [H(l)]
1 .f(x)dr 
_ a f r e1 [e-a x1,- e-`  "d. 
= a ` Fe-a x lr-ra -e-ax dx 
1(r)Ss 
(2.2) 
l'herefore, 
VI __ L(r) (t) 
'1L (t)= 	_ 
'-'L(s) (t) 
F(s)F r— t ) a 
F(r)Fs— 'j 
But this is the mgf of t'. . 	{ , the (.s — r)tl' — order statistic from a 
sample of' size (s — 1) drawn from the exp(a). in view of (2.2.2) and the 
result follows. 
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For the proof' of sufficiency part, note that the pdf of X L( ,. ) by the 
convolution method is 
I\ Lir) ( x) -  fo ~l t.(s) (IO f}s ra I (1 - u)du
a 	(O r 
e 	J 
-a(x-u)1,. 
B(r. s — r) J L 
x [1 - e-a(-'-u) Is-r-I f L(s) (u)du. 	 (2.3) 
Differentiating both the sides of (2.3) w.r.t . x, we have for s> r + 1 
d 	_ a 
d1" 'l L~~ 1 ( 	B(r,s - r) dx o  
x [1- e -a(-r-u) I ) -r-1 fY 	(u)du 
~c~l 
a(s — r — 1) (0 a[e-a(V-u) jrtl 
B(r,s — r) J 
X [1 — e-a(x-u) js-r-2 1'
) Lls
- 	a 	f a[e-a(x-u) },. 
B(i%s - r) 	
` ~ 
x [1 — e-.vu) ]., -r-1 fx c(.) (u)du 
= a r[1 t.c(1) (x) — fxL(r) (r)1 	 (2.4) 
and for s=r+l 
(I 
 (I	 a 
fX'hr) (x) = B(r,l ) t l'L(r.I) ( x ) — a'''1' L(r) (Y) 
= a r lc(rrl) (i) — fX L(r) (X )] 	 (2.5) 
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and therefore , for .s >— r + 1, 
IA'c(r) (x) = ar[Fv'/.(r+l) (x) — Ft~r.(r) (x)] • 	 (2.6) 
therefore, in view of(1.1) and (1.2), (2.6) reduces to, 
T r) [H(Y )]~ f(x) = p fir) [H(x)]r F (x) 	 (2.7) 
and we get, 
.f(x) = a H(x)F(x) 
or. 	[In(— In F(x ))j = —a 
dx 
implying that 
U 
F(x)=e~` 	—ci <x<oo, a>0 
and hence the proof. 
Remark 2.1: Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003) have shown that 
"L(r) 	XL(r+l) + U, 
where (J - eip(r) if and only if X 1 —Gum(a), which is a particular 
case of Theorem 2.1. 
The expression for the df in Alzaid and Ahsanullah [2003, (1.5)] should 
have been as given here in (1.2). 
Corollary 2.1: Let Xi (ç) be the s t11 lower record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df F(x), then for 
1,. <s, 
XL(r-j) 	• V1 , 	j=0,1 	 (2.8) 
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where V i d Y_ 	is the (s - r - j)ri' - order statistic from a sample 
of size (s - 1) drawn from the Par (a) distribution and is independent of 
XL( , hand only if X1 	inW (a) . 
Proof: This is the case of dilation. The Corollary is proved by 
considering 
log X L( ,. ) d logXL(s)  + 1ogYs_r:s-1 
implying that 
XL(,.) 	 -r•:s-1 
and the result follows by an appeal of (1.2.12), (1.3.8), (1.10.1) and 
(1.10.7). 
Corollary 2.2: Let X(;(s) be the stl' upper record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df F(x), then for 
I <r<S, 
XC (r+.i) d X 1(s) - W1, 	 j=0,  1, 	 (2.9) 
where W1 d Y,. ;  	is the (r + j)tl' - order statistic from a sample of 
size (s - 1) drawn from the pow(a) distribution and is independent of 
Xt;( ,. ) i[' and only if X l 	Wei(a). 
Proof: This is the case of contraction. To prove the Corollary, we 
consider 
- log,k L(r) d - log X L( ,. ) - log Yc._r:,-1 
implying 
XU( ,. ) d  
and the result follows in view of (1.2.13), (1.3.9), (1.10.2) and (1.10.8). 
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3. Characterization of the exponential, Pareto and power function 
distributions 
Theorem 3.1: Let Xt.,( ,. ) be the r tl' upper record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf ,,f(x) and the df F(x), then for 
1<_r<.s. 
X L,(s _ j) d ' J( ,. ) + U1, 	j=0,1, 	 (3.1) 
where U1 d XU( ,.- r _ j) is independent of XU(r) if and only if 
X1 -- exp(a) . 
Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the mgf of XU(r) be Mtj(r)(t), 
then 
Xu(s) d XL; (,.) + U0 	
4 
implies 	
- -w 
(t) = M-~U0.) (t)• ML'() (t). 
Since for the exp(a) distribution, the ingf of the rrj' upper record X( r ) 
is given by 
''ç  r) (t) _ F(r) ,~ e
tx {R(x)]r I f(x)dx 
= 	 '`=etxxr-I[e, 	Idx F( r ) Jo 
a' t r-1 [e-x(a-1) ]d 
F(r) ~0 	L 	 1 
a 
a—t (3.2) 
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I•herefore, 
Mvr t a s-r 
1. ((,. ) (1) 	a-1 
	
But this is the ingf of X t,•(y. 	the (s — r) — upper record statistic 
drawn from the exp(a). in view of (3.2) and the result follows. 
To prove the sufficiency part, we proceed here to get 
1.V 	(1') - — 	— X). 
	[e 	J f (() (x)dx . (33) 
Differentiating both the sides of (3.3) w.r.t. y, we get 
1) y  
(! ' ) = 	1~(s — r) 
	
fo  {Y —  
a s -r+I 	~. 
) X   	(x)clx — 	
t- r(s —)
o O' — x y-r - I [e-a(y-x )fX ((r~ (x )dx 
which leads to 
({' 	 ( 
CI)- 
1 ( 	 L./ ,(s) (v) = a 	1" t ( ,._ I) (Y) — t'Uts.) (Y)A 
fhus for, s>— r+l 
( .i' ) = a[F y(.<< i) (Y) — F'•( ,(s) (Y)1. 	 (3.4) 
Now, since (Ahsanullah, 1995a) 
/ i ( is i) (v) — F t.( (y)] = (~ —1)i 	 (3.5) 
Iheref ore. in view of (1.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we have 
F(t')=l—e-ay, a,V>0 
and the Theorem is proved. 
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Remark 3.1: Alzaid and Ahsanullah (2003, Remark 1) have shown that 
for two adjacent upper records 
Xu(2) d X~, ( ~ ) + U 
where U -- exp(l)if and only if X ti -exp(1), which is a particular case 
of Theorem 3.1 
Remark 3.2: Oncel et al. (2005) and Ahsanullah (2006a) have shown 
that 
XU( ,. ) +U 
where U - exp(l) if and only if X l -- exp(1) 
Remark 3.3: Castano-Martinez et al. (2010) have shown that 
Xt v) + U 
here U Gu(s-r,1) if and onlvif X 1 -eip(1). 
Corollary 3.1: Let X' ( r ) be the r thi upper record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the c f F(x) , then for 
1St•<s, 
• V1 , 	j =0.1 
	
(3.6) 
where V1 d X ( .( 5 _,,_ J) is independent of XU( ,. ) if and only if 
t -- Par (et) . 
Proof: This can be proved by noting that 
log XL. ts) cl log x("(r) + logXU(s-,.) 
which implies 
d XC;(r) XU( sr ) 
and the result follows in view of (1.3.7) and (1.10.1). 
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Corollary 3.2: Let 	be the r fh lower record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and  the df F(x), then for 
ISr<s. 
f) 	.X L( ,. ) * W j . 	j=0. 1, 
where W1 d :Y L ,. 	is independent of XL(r) 
V i -- I)o►r(cc) . 
Proof: The Corollary can be proved by considering 
— log Xt •~,~ cl —log X( •,.) — log X~.(.,.-r) 
which implies 
"L(s):YL(r) ' XL(.,-,-) 
(3.7) 
if and only if 
and the result follows with an appeal to (1.3.10) and (1.10.2). 
Theorem 3.2: Let XU( ,. ) be the r tll upper record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the cJ F(x), then for 
1_<r<s, 
Xu(S_J) d AU(sr ) + U 1 , 	1=0.1, 
	 (3.8) 
vv- here U1 d X L (,._ I) is independent of Xu( ,_,.) if and only if 
X exp(a) .  
Proof: The proof of the necessary part is as given in Theorem 3.1. 
'Io prove the sufficiency part, note that the pdf of Xu(S) by the 
convolution method is 
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r 
= 
	
fo' (y - x)Y-1 [e-CT(y- t)" F L(s-r) (x)dx. 	(3.9) 
Dificrentiating both the sides of (3.9) w.r.t.y, we get 
r + I 
x f.l" 	(t)( — a 	rl (y—t)r-I[e- 	fX 	(x)dx 
which leads to 
d I V 	) (i') = a [.fXc. (S L, ( ,) - J:t"t; (, (Y)] . dv 
Thus li)r. s >_ t, + 1 
	
(i') = a[F "~; (, ►~ ( tip) - F. (s) (y)] 	 (3.10) 
Nov, since (Ahsanullah, 1995a) 
[R(y)]s-1 
[ FAt ,(s I; 	- F-1-c.'(s) 0)1= F(Y) 	
(3.11) 
Therefore, in vie\\ of( 1 .3). (3.10) and (3.11), we have 
E(v)=1-e', a,y>0 
and the Theorem is proved. 
Corollary 3.3: 	Let 	X br ( ,. ) he the 	r'h 	upper record 	statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df F(x), then for 
ISr<s, 
X t,,(s-.i) d Xv(s-,.) ' V1, 	j = 0,1 	 (3.12) 
where V1 d X L' ( ,._ J) is independent of X J(s _r) if and only if 
X1 - Par(a). 
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Proof: "l'his can be proved by noting that 
log X ( 	a' d log X t,'(s _r) + logXc(r) 
which implies 
Xtj ,(s~ d Xt,,(s-j.) • X (:(I.) 
and the result follows in view of (1.3.7) and (1.10.1). 
Corollary 3.4: Let X L( ,. ) be the r' lower record statistic from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and  the df F(x), then for 
l<_r<s, 
d XL(,-,.) ' WI , 	j=0,1, 	 (3.13) 
where W1 d XL(,-- !) is independent of X L(s _r) 	if and only if 
X~ 	potit(a) . 
Proof: The Corollary can be proved by considering 
- log "U (s) d - log Xu(.s-►.) - log XU(r) 
which implies 
X L(s) d XL(s-r) ' X L(~•) 
and the result follows with an appeal to (1.3.10) and (1.10.2). 
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Characterization of Distributions by Translation and Dilation of 
Generalized Order Statistics and Contraction of Dual Generalized 
Order Statistics 
1. Introduction 
The pdf of X(r,n,m,k), the r te`  m-gos is 
fa~(r,m.x)(x)=(~r~)~[F(x)] r` ~~ ~~t (m(+elm+i~"'f(x), 
a<x<ff 	(1.1) 
and the pdf of X * (r,n,m,k), the r rli rn- dgos is 
f- 	(x)= .m.t)(x)= (C11„))
1~1 (~(+l]r iiJ
— 
a<x<Q. (1.2) 
II support of the distribution F(x) be over (a,/3), then by convention, 
we will write 
X(0,n,m,k)=a. X* (0.n,rn,k)=fl. X0.,, =a and X,,,,_1 =/3 
(1.3) 
Beutner and Kamps (2008) characterized the distributions for adjacent 
m-gos by dilation: 
X(r.n,m,k) d X(r—l,n,m,k) V 
Part of the results of this Chapter are contained in Khan and Shah (2012 c,d) 
o)! Di.o'ibiltion.v hl' J)LInSICI!iun. 1)1ILilion and C'onlrcwli on... 
X(r,n,ni,k) d X(r — 1,n —1,nn,k) • V 
X(r,n —1,nt,k) d X(r,n,m,k) - V 
,,vhere V — Pur(a). 
We. in this Chapter have extended the results for non-adjacent in-gos 
through random dilation. Also corresponding results for adjacent in-dgos 
by contraction: 
,1'* (r.rt.rn.k) d X * (r-1.n,in.k) • W 
X * (r•,n,in,k) d X * (r-1.n—l,rn,k) • W 
X(r,n— lin,k) d X * (r,p,rn,k) • IF, 
where W — pow (a) . have been extended to non-adjacent in-dgos. The 
characterizing results are first proved for random translation and then 
they are deduced for dilation and contraction. 
We assume that the cf is differentiahle w.r.1. its arguments. 
2. Characterization of the exponential, Pareto and power function 
distributions 
Theorem 2.1: Let X (r, n, rn, k) be the r tll  nt- gos from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf ,f(x) and the df 
F(t). then for 1<r<s<ii. 
X(s— j.n.m.k) c/ X(r.n.m,k) + U 1 , j=0,1, 	(2.1) 
where U f d X(s — r — j,n — r,m,k) is independent of X(r,n,m,k) if and 
only if X 1 — eip(a). here U 1 is random translation of X(r,n,rn.k). 
Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the rngf of X (s, n, nt, k) be 
II 1 	(t). then 
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X(s,n,in,k) d V(r,n,m,k)+Up 
implies 
;VI l• (s.n.m.A.) (t) = 	!VI t'(r✓t.ntk) (1) 	M~.0 (1) .  
Since for the exp(a)distribution, the n)g'ofthe r tt' - gos X(r,n,m,k) is 
given by 
&?) 
M~v~r.,,.nt.A~ 	 (r -1)!Ort + 1)r-i ~0 	
[F(x)~ 
x [1 - [F(x)]»1+1 I' ' f(x)dx 
= 	aCr-t 	 Jr  
F(r)(m + 1)r-1 	 1 
__ 	a Cr 1 	X`  [~-a ]Yr 	an) 
I 
h( r)(,)) + 1)r-I Jo 
Put y = [1 - (e-a.' ) m + I   to get, 
r  
('ii +1) 	a(n+l) 
A1 	 (2.2 )  (t) 	(i)1 + 1)r 	/(n) 	
 
- -- 	+ r 
(m+1) a(m+1) 
=ft[i_  t
()1 r=1 	a %i 
Therefore. 
iV x(s.n.,n.k) (t) 1.1( (t)= 
M r.nxi.A) (t ) 
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Fi (n) 	1 rs 
+1)r 	(nr+1) a(m+l) 
	
C,(. 
	(n1 + 
1).S 	Y(11) 	t F  +s 
(rnr+l) a(m+l) 
fin) 	t 1- 	Y, + j 
(m+1) a (in +1) 
X 
(,r)  
(Dl 4- 1 	-r1) 
_1 
\' 	 t 
H 1- -► 
r=1 \ 	a' 1 1
n) 
J 	
- 	 ( I 
-1 1 	(n) 
' t 	i=i'1' 	a i 
1-  
i=1 	a Yi 
l=1"\ 	a ir+j 
_H 1- (n-r) 
l=1 	ayi 
as y~" ) =k+(n—r— j)(m+1)= 
But this is the nlgJ of X(s — i',n — r.in.k). the (s — 	in-gos from a 
sample of size (n — r) drawn from the exp(a), in view of'(2.2) and hence 
the result. 
For the proof of sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
f V(s.n.m.k)( l') _fI fY(r.n,In,k)( X )fX(s-r,,, r,In,k)(Y— S)dx 
(n-r) aC s-r1 	(' ~' -a(}  
(s—r—l)!(m l) 
11_(e)„t+lIs-r-lIV'(r,,t.»I.k)(L)C1, 	(2.3) 
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as 	(rr -r•) 	(n) %., - r = 
1)itfcrentiating both the sides of (2.3) '.r.j. v. we get 
cl 
_— J.V(s.n.m.k)(v ) (Al' 
(n-r) = a(s-r-1)(m+1)Cs-r-1 $ a{e -a(~-x)~y'+(►rr+1) 
(s —r —1)!(,n + 1) Q 
x 1- e '-.~-> m+l 1s-r-2 	 x [I'a 
a ~'.(rr) ~ 
 ( n -r ) 
rr _ 	 -1  
(s _ r -1)!( nz 1) e-r-I Jp 
x [1 - (e -a( t•-x) )m-I ~s-r-1 J.V(r,n.m.k)(Y)dx 
	
(r1) (n—r) 	 ln) — 	ay 	Ls-r-2 	[!'a[e-a(~•-x> }Y., i 
(s — r — ?)!(nn + 1)5-r-2 Jo 
x [1 — ( e—a(►—x))t+I 1s—r-2 {1"(r7►k)(t)Ct 
(11) 	(ll-r) 
- 	 - 
(S-r-1)!(+1)s-r-I o nt  
( 	) 	r 	 (x)clx ) 
after Wolin that 
(-,(rr-r) 	 - (rr •r) -.(n-r) = 	(rr)C'(►r -r) 
.s-r-1 - / s--r 	s-r-2 - Is 	s-r-2 
and 
Is 
(ii) 	 (a) 
ibis leads to. 
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C1 	 (rr) 
(s.it.nr.)O') = a7 	[f .c-I.n,rn,k)(Y) — f 1'(s.n,nr.k)(Y)j (2.4) 
OF. 
O , ) _ a (n>[Ft 	 F 	 2.~ .fa'(s.rr.nr.k) 	Ys 	(s•-I.~r,nr.k)(.~) — ,Y(s,n,nt,k)O)J• ( ) 
Now, since (Kamps. 1995a) 
'X(s-l.n.m.k)(l') — FV(c.,r.m.k)(}•) 
(n) 
- - 	- 	[F(i')]' 	[I - (F(y)) 	 ( 2.6 ) 
(s -1)!(m +1)' 
l herelore. in view ol'(1.1). (2.5) and (2.6), we have 
1(t)=a 
E(y) 
implying that 
FO , )=e-U, 
and hence the proof. 
Corollary 2.1: Let X(r,n,m,k) be the r'' in-gos from a sample of size 
17 drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
1• (x), then for 1 < r <s < n, 
X(s - j,n.m.k) d X(r.n,in,k) • V1. j = 0, 1, 	 (2.7) 
here V1 d X(s - r - j. nr - r, m. k) is independent of X (r, n, ni, k) if and 
only if X - Par(a). 
Proof: Here the product X(r.n,ni,k) • V1 in (2.7) is called random 
dilation of X(r.u.in.k) (Beutner and Kamps, 2008). To prove the 
Corollary. note that 
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log X(s,n, in, k) d log X(1,n, in, k) + log X(s-r,n-r, in, k) 
implies 
X'(s.il,pi,k) cf X(rii,ln.k) 	— r,il — rjn.k) 
and the proof follows in vicW of (1.4.6) and (1.10.1). 
Remark 2.1: The result of' Corollary 2.1 was proved by Beutner and 
Kamps (2008) for .c = r + I and j = 0 as 
X(r ± 1.il,ln,k) cl X(r,n.,n.k) . Va . 
Corollary 2.2: Let X * (r, n. m. k) be the r'1' in-dgos from a sample of 
size 17 drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
c!f 1(x), then for 1<-r<s<-n. 
X * (s - j,n.ln.k) d X*(r.n,nt,k)•W~, j = 0,1. 	 (2.8) 
where W I d X * (s -r - j,1? -1-, m. k) is independent of X * (r, n, nl, k) if 
and only i/ X l - /)oir(a) 
Proof: 1-lere the product X * (r.n,II.k) • W i in (2.8) is called random 
contraction of X * (r, n, nr, k) (Beutner and Kamps. 2008). This can be 
proved by considering 
-log X(s.n.nl.k) d - log X(r,n,tn,k) - logX(s-r,n-r.nl,k) 
implying that 
X (s, 12/ilk) c! X (r, n, n7, k) - X (s - r, n - r, m, k ) 
and the result tollows with an appeal to (1.5.10) and (1.10.2). 
Theorem 2.2: Let X(r,n.m.k) be the r tj' in-gos from a sample of size 
ii drawn from a continuous population with the pdf 1(x) and the df 
1(x). then for 1 <- r <s <_ n. 
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X(s-j,n-j,m,k) d X(s-r,n-r,m,k)+U j , j=0,1, 	(2.9) 
where U ) d X(r- j,n- j,m,k) is independent of X(s-r,n-r,m,k) if 
and only if X1 - exp(a). 
Proof: The proof of the necessary part follows from Theorem 2.1 
To prove the sufficiency part, we have 
.ft'(.e. nne.k)(Y) = J fX(s-qn-r.m.k)(x)fX(r, n,m,k)(Y-x)dX 
n) 
	
= 	aCr-I 	
J 
Y[e-a(Y-x) ]Y:rr) 
(r-1)!(m+1)r-1 0 
x [1 - 	 )m+11r-1 fX(s-r,n-r,m.k)(x)dx. (2.10) 
Differentiating both the sides of (2.10) wr.t. y, we get 
d 	 a(r-1) (m+ 1)Crn) y 	-(y a - r o' ) +(m+l) fX(x,n,tn,k)(Y)= 	 J a[e 	] w (Y-1)!(m+l)r-~ 0 
x [) _ (Q rz(y-x))rn+l)r-2 
fX(s-r,rr-r,m,k)(x)"x 
a y C'(1 	JY a [e-a(Y-x)]Y( ,) 
(r-1)!(m+1)r-I e 
-a(y-a') m+l r-t x[I - (B 	) 	~ 	fX(s-r,n-r,m,k)(x)dx. 
Now since, 
= 	aCyn)~ 
.fX(,n,n,k)(x) r [e-ac)°~[)_(e-ae)m+l r-1 
(r —1)!(m + 
(n) 
= 	aCr-1 	[ e x ] °) [l_(e-ox)m'lfr-2 
(r -1)!(m +-1)r-I 
x [f _ (e-ox )m+l ] 
m 
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(n) 
_ 	a r 	I e ar ]Yr"} [l _ (e-at )nt+l 1r-2 
(r-1)!(m+1), 1  
(,1) aCr. 1 	~e-a~ lY(ii) 	n+l)rl _ (e ax),n+l 1r-2 
oI', 
(n) 
IX Cr.1 r I ~6~-ai ]Y(n +(nr+1)1
l
1 _ (~~ ar )m+l 1r-2 
(r-1)!(rn+l)  
(n) 
= 	a Cr- I 	I [e 
-ax 1✓; "1 [1 - (e-(L\ )nr+l ]r-2 _ JX(r,n,m,k) (x) (r - 1)!(m + 1), J 
implying 
a (t - 1)(»t + 1)Cr r- I [~,-'r 	"s +(n,+))[l - (e-ax )nr+l ] r-2 
(r-1)!(m+l)'  
= 	r I I.1 (r-l,n-I.nr,k)(X) - (in + 1)(r - 1), (r.n.n,.k)(1) 
xN hich leads to 
c! 	 a C(n) 	ti~ 
dl' 	
r-I d fa"(s.n.nr 	__ .k)(Y) C (n-1) p fY(r-1,n-1,m,k)(Y -x ) 
r-? 
X 
(n) ('l 
- a/I J~ .fX(nn,rn,k)(y - cr)fl"(s-r ,,r-nl?l,k)(z)dx 
(n) 
=ayl ~~l'(s I,r- lin k) (Y) - f1'(s.n,tn.k)(Y)l 
or. 
(~)=a (n) F 	 F, 	 2.11 .f.l'(s.n.nt.k) 	~'I 	~ t'(s-I,n-Lnr,k)(Y) - 	.l (s.rr,nr.k)(1 )~ • ( 	) 
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Now, since (Kamps. 1995a) 
Ir.1'(s-1.rr-l.nt.k)()') —  
(n - I) 
C ' '` 	
r(!,)Ir "' 1 1 - (F(y'))» r+1 1 	1. 	(2.12) 
(s-l)!(1nn+1) 
I'herefore. in view of (1. 1), (2.1 1) and (2.12). we have 
/(')  =a 
F(1') 
implying that 
f;(l , )=e  
and the Theorem is proved. 
Corollary 2.3: Let X (r, n, m, k) be the r'" m- gos from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pc/f f (x) and the df 
F(x), then for 1<- r<s<-n, 
X(s- j,n- j,m,k) d X(s-r,n- r,in,k)' V1 , j =0,1, 	(2.13) 
where 	V1  d X(r - j, ni - I.  ni, k) 	and 	is 	independent 	of 
t(.1' /',l1 - /'.i)l.k) if and only if X 1 - Par(a). 
Proof: "I'his is case of random contraction. This can he proved by 
considering 
log X(s. ii. hn.k) d log X(s - r, n - r, in, k) + log X(r, n, in, k) 
which implies. 
.V(s,a In.k) d X(s - r,n - r.in,k) • X(r,n,ln,k) 
and the result follows by an appeal of (1.4.6) and (1.10.1). 
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Remark 2.2: For j = 0 and r = 1, we get 
X(s.ra.na.k) cl X(s — 1.n —1.nL.k) - Vu 
as obtained by I3eutner and Kamps (2008). 
Corollary 2.4: Let X * (r,n,m.k) he the r'f in-dgos from a sample of 
sire ii drawn from a continuous population with the pelf f (x) and the 
cl/ F(x), then for 15 r<s<n. 
X * (s--- j.1t— j.nt.k) d X * (s—r,n—r,nt,k)• W1 . 	j=0,1 	(2.14) 
\\ here 	W 1 d X * (r — j, n — j. m, k) 	and 	is 	independent 	of 
X (.~ — r.f1— r,m.k) hand only if X 1 --- pow(a) . 
Proof: This is case of random dilation. This can be proved by considering 
louX(s.n.nr.k) c! —logX(s—r,n—r,m,k) —log X(r,n,nt,k) 
\\ hich implies. 
X * (s,n.m.k) d X * (s—r,n—r.m.k)-X * (r,n,m,k) 
and the proof follows in view of( 1.5.10) and (1.10.2). 
Remark 2.3: The corresponding results for order statistics and upper 
records may be deduced from Theorem 2.1. 2.2 and Corollary 2.1, 2.3 
and for order statistics and lower records from Corollary 2.2 and 2.4 as 
obtained in Chapter II and III respectively. 
3. Characterization of the generalized logistic and generalized log-
logistic distributions 
Theorem 3.1: I.et X (r. n, tn. k) be the rib in-gos from a sample of size 
,t drawn from a continuous population with the pelf f(x) and the df 
1(x), then for 1 <_ r < ►12 <i , 
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X(r•,it-, + j.in,k) d X(r,nl ,rn,k)+ U , 	j=0,1, 	 (3.1) 
\\ here U1 d Y(it l – it, – j, n1 – r, tit, k) . the (n1 – n, – I )rh in- gos from a 
sample of size (nl – r) drawn from the exp(a) distribution and is 
independent of X(r.ii . in. k) if and only if X I - genlogistic-11 (a). 
I Iere U is random translation of X(r,n1 ,in,k). 
Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the mgf of X (r, n, m, k) be 
11 	(t), then 
rl'(r,il2,m.k) d X(r,nl,iit,k) + UO 
\ II1 Imply 
:14.1(1-.,7,)✓,t.k)(1) = Al (r.n~.m.k)(I) 	M ( (1 ) l0 
Since for the genlogislic-11(a) distribution, the mgf of the r' ll –gos 
\'(r, i1, n1-, k) is given by 
(11) 
1 
C 1 	— 	:" 1 I ( )- 	1-- 	J 	, [F(Y)~/ -
	
~f qtr.,,.»,.h 	 ( r - 1)!(in + 1)r _ 1 	~'~ 
 
x 11- (F(~x))» 1+1 
[1-I f(x)dx 
X11, 
y1- 
aC (11) 	 -ax(m+l) n1-+l 	-a(m+l).v 
(r• — 1)!(in + 1)  i2 
[1 + e 	x(111+1) 1 1,i~l 
ax( »7+1) m+l 	(m+l) -a(m+l)x l aC,i 	 [e 	 1 	a 	[e  d.1-. 
(r-1)!(ni+1)1 I J-r Yin-l~+2 [1 + e-a x(»7+1) ] ",+l 
Put t = 	I 	— to get. 
[1+~~ 	I 
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C (r7) r-1 
1111 (r.».,,,.k ) (1) _ (r° -1)!(nr + 1)r 
(,r) 
Yr 
a(trt+l) 	(in +l) a(,n+l) 
x 	 (1r)  
r 	+, 
(nr+1) 
l ,herc lore. 
11/1 y
(r.n).nr.k) (1) 
Yr~~ ) `	_ 	t 	Yr~~ ) ) 
c~ „ j ) r (in +l) a(nr+l) r (in +1) +j 
— 	 H1) 	v(n)) 	l 	(»2) l , 	r ' , _ - r Y, - + r° 
(in +1) 	a(rn+1) 	(iii +1) 
7(,r,) 	C 	 (,ri ) 
r 
(nr+l) 	a(in+1) 	(in +l) J 
 7,..( t) _ 	r 	r Yr~lz) 
(/)r+1) a(nr+l) (In+l) 
(,r-,) 	 (112 ) 
✓r 	_ _ 	Yr 
(m+l) a(m+l) 	
(m+l)+(n~ -n-) 
Ff (11 l) 	 r 	 (n2 ) Y '• 	+(ii i -it2 )- 	r1 Y! 
((in +1) a(rn+l) 	(»r+l) 
nl -,r, 
_ 	1--- 1j11 -r ) 
I_.!  
(H-)) (0 -r) 
nr+l 	in+l 
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But this is the mngf of Y(n1 - n2,n1 - r,ln,k), the (n1 - n., )ill in-gos from 
a sample of size (iii - r) drawn from the exp(a). in view of (2.2) and 
hence the result. 
For the proof of sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
J.1"(r.lr2.11t.k)( l') = f0 f.v(r.n i ,m.k)(X)fy(n,  -n,,n1 -1•)(Y — x)cl 
aC(11' -,•) 
(i11 - n2 -1)!(in + 1)n, -n2 
	
Il 
X 1 _ (e-a(y-X) )nl+1 171 1 -n, 
-1 fY(I.,n, ,nl,k)dLX . 	(3.3) 
1)itIcrcntiating both the sides of (3.3) w.r•.t. l', to get 
L _. 	
X( r.lr, .11r.k) (l') _ 
ch• 
a ('ii -n2 -l)(nn+1)C(n( n,) i 
(n1 - n, -1)!(m + 1)n, -lt, -1 
X f a ~~ lX( 	 r n-1 +(111+I)~l - (e-G7(y-X))fh+l 1n1 -n, -2 
a,101-0 !.(11, -r) 
l• ll -1J -1 
(/7j - 2 - 1)!(/n + 1)n, -112 -~ 
X 
 f
l(n,1 
o a I e -a(x) 
Y' 
	[1 - (e-a()_) )111+1 In d 
x f i"(1•,n, .nr.k) (x)dx 
Y
("2 ) 	(n' -,•) 
JOj 
	
2)!(m + 1)"I-n2 	
L 
X [1 — (e 	) 	 JX(r,n1,m,k)(x)dx 
("2) C(1 -r) 
_ 
	
F a 
a Yr• 	n1 -n2 - I .r)
l 
re y 
(n1 - n2 - 1)!(in + 1),Sn2 
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after noting that 
( 
(11, -r) 	_ 	(.nj -r) 	 (l , -r) 	_ 	(n,) 	(n i -r) 
Irk -111 -I - DUI -11, 	Its -n2 -2 - Yr - 	'111 -n2 -2 
and 	./ (11- +1) = V('ii -r) 	Y (17 ?) .~ (In + 1) . 1 	 ' Ir k -fl -I 	 /r 
This leads to, 
cl 	 ( ) 
dl fl'(r.lr .nl.k)(Y) = a7
Ir, 
r 	[f1'(r.n2+1.hl.k)(Y) - ff(r,112 ,I?I,k)(Y)] 
or. f1'(r.n,.m.k) ( y ) = a y."2 [ FV(r.n) rl.nl.k)(Y) - E1(r.17.m.k)(.f)T • (3.4) 
tiow. since (Kamps. 1995a) 
7(Il2 ) 
r 	 1•-2 
1 1"(1 11, +l.,n.k)(Y) — 	1'(r.112.l.k)(Y) = 	 r—I (r-1)!(nt+l) 
	
x [F( )] 	[1— (F(Y)) 	] 	 (3.5) 
Therefore, in view of( 1.1). (3.4) and (3.5), we have 
f(v)=aIF( ')][I-(F( ))111+1]. 
But this is the characterization result for genlogistic-II distribution 
u(n1~ _ 1 + e 	] 111 `1 and hence the Theorem. 
Corollary 3.1: Let X (r, rn, n1, k) he the rth in-gos from a sample of size 
i1 drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
E(x). then for 1 <— r• < 11, <n1 , 
X(r•,n•, + j.in.k) d X(r,nl ,nt,k) • 1/1 , j =0,1, 	 (3.6) 
where V1 d Y (n1 - 112 - f,nl - r.m.k). the (n1 — n-, — j) rh m-gos from a 
sample of size (r11 — r) drawn from the Par(a) distribution and is 
independent of X( r.  X71 . in. k) if and only if X1 — genlog-logistic-11 (a) 
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Proof: Note that 
log X(r.n-,.nr,k) cl log X(r,n1 .rrr,k)+ log Y(n1 —n2 ,n —r, in, k) 
in plies 
X(r.n2,in,k) d X(r.n1 ,m.k) - Y(n1 — n7 ,n1 — r,nn,k) 
and the proof follows in view of (1.4.6), (1.10.1) and (1.10.13 ). 
Remark 3.1: At j = 0 and n-, = — 1, we get 
—1,in,k) cl X(r,n1 ,in,k) • VO 
as obtained by 13eutncr and Kamps (2008). 
Corollary3.2: let .Y  (r, n, nr, k ) he the r tl' m- dgos from a sample of 
size n drawn from a continuous population with the pcf f(x) and the 
dl F(.i) , then for 1 <— r < n2 < n j  , 
X* (r,n2 + j,m,k) d X* (r,ni ,m,k) • WI  1=0 ,L 	(3.7) 
where WI d Y *  (n 1 — n, — J, n — r, m, k) is the (n 1 — n-, — j )tl' rn- dgos 
from a sample of size (n1 — r) drawn from the poiv(a) and is 
independent of X * (r.nl .»r,k) if and only if X 1 — genlog-logistic-11(a). 
Proof: This can be proved by considering 
— log X(r,n2,m,k) cl —logX(r,n1 ,m,k) —logY(n 1 — n2 ,n1 — r,m,k) 
implying that 
X* (r.n,,nr.k) d X* (r,n1 ,in.k) • Y * (n1 — n,,n1 — r,m,k) 
and the result follows with an appeal to (1.5.10), (1.10.2) and (1.10.14). 
Remark 3.2: Corresponding results for order statistics can be deduced 
from 'Theorem 3.1. Corollary 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 as given in Chapter 11. 
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Characterization of Distributions by Translation and Dilation of 
Dual generalized Order Statistics and Contraction of Generalized 
Order Statistics 
1. Introduction 
13eutner and Kamps (2008) characterized the distributions for adjacent 
in-gos by contraction: 
X(r — l,,,,n,.k) d X(r,n,,n,k) • W 
.X( I r — l.n — Link) d X(r.n.nr.k) • W 
X(r.n.tn.k) cI X(r,n — l.m,k) 
where W — post' (a) and X (r, n, ink) is the ,' !11 „1-gos. 
We, in this Chapter have extended the results for non-adjacent m-gos 
through random contraction. Also corresponding results for adjacent 
m-dgos by dilation: 
X * —1,n.,,,, k) d X * (r, n,,n, k) - V 
~'* (r — Ln — Ln,,k) d X * (r,n,nt,k) • V 
Y(r.rt.,.k) d X* (r.n—l,,n.k) • V. 
'\ here V — Par(a) , have been extended to non-adjacent ,n-dgos. The 
characterizing results are first proved for random translation of dgos and 
then they are deduced for dilation and contraction. 
We assume that the c f is differentiable ►t'.r•.t. its arguments. 
Part of the results of this Chapter are contained in Khan et al. (20 1 2d.e). Khan and Shah 
(2U I 2e ) and Shah and Khan (2012). 
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2. Characterization of the generalized exponential, generalized 
Pareto and generalized power function distributions 
Theorem 2.1: l.et X * (s,n, in, k) be the s'/I in-dgos from a sample of 
size n drawn from a continuous population with the pdj' f (x) and the 
Iq' F(.v), then for 1<—r<s<—ii. 
l'(r ± J. it.tit.k) d X * (s.it,tit.k)+ U i , j =0,1, 	 (2.1) 
~sherc U d 75 _,. ~.,.~ is the (s — r — j)`I' — order statistic from a sample 
oC sii.e (s — 1) drawn from the exp(a) distribution and is independent of 
X (s.n.in,k) if and only if X1 — geneip-1(a). Here U r is random 
translation of X (s, ii, nt,k). 
Proof: "l To prove the necessary part, let the jtigf of X * (r, n, m, k) be 
Al 	(t), then 
X * (r,n,m,k) d X * (s,n,m.k)+U 0 
implies 
M v* 	1 (t) 	M.V 	 1VL (s.n.m.k i (t) 	U~~ (1). 
Since for the genexp-/(a) distribution, the ingf of the r'h — dgos 
X (,•, tt. in. k) is given by 
Az! .• 	(t)- 	C,-1 
	Jer.1[ F(Y)]
(,.n.n,.k) 	(t• —l)!(nt + 1)r-I  
x Il - (F(x))"+1 1,--' f(x)dx 
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a C(") r1  — 	
l 
e" re_0 Ir-' 
(t' — 1)!(nt + 1)r-I 
J i
— In(m+l) 
a 
x[1 - (i)l+l)L'~ J nt+l d 
a C („) 	 t r—I--  
— I } 	le— a-x1 	a 
F(r) ~— ln(n,+l) 
a 
In( 
x [1 - (►,*1 + 1)L-a '- } „r+I 	C& 
Put }' =11 - (in + 1)e-a .' ] to get, 
C(,7) 
:V1 	(1) = - 	r-t 
.1'(im.m, k) 	 t 
(►-1)!(nt+l) 
r,- `— r”) 
a 	(trr+l) 
1 	(n) 
r r•- 	+-Yr 
a 	(tit+l) 
(2.2) 
l 'Ii crcfore, 
M t ,,-, (1) = M.. 	(1) 
( sn,nk 
(n) 	(n) 
	
r1-r %'r 	n - - +rs C(11) ( S -1)+ 	a 	(In + l) 	a (m + l) 
C,i; (i• - I)!(n1 + 1)r- s 	s. - f I, 	 sn) 	I~ ~• - 1 + rr~ )-  
a 	(m + 1) 	a (ni+1))  
Y (,r) 
Fir- )[-( r 
Cr-1(s-I)! 	 a 	(m+1) 
= („) 	_ ~ 	, -, 	 (n) 
T C -1 (r 	
1 ).(111 + 1) 	s - 1 	Y,~ 
a 	(ttl+1) 
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I'(s)I  r - t 
a) 
F(r)Fs _ t
9 a 
But this is the mgf of Y,._,..,._ i . the (s - r)"' - order statistic from a 
sample of size (s - 1) drawn from the eipp(a) . in view of (2.2.2). and 
hence the result. 
"lo prove the sufficiency part, we have for s >- r + 1 
(r.n.m.k)(t)- f 00 x'(s.n.in.k)(y)' 's-rs-I (x - V)dl' 
- 	a (s -1)! 	f r[ea(xY)1r 
(r-1)!(s-r-1)!~ 
x [1 - e-a_ is-r-I.1- *
(s.n.m.k) (y)dy. 	(2.3) .t'  
Differentiating both the sides of (2.3) w.r.t..x. we get 
d 	 -a(s-1)!(s-r-1) `~ a
[ 
e-a(t-y) r+l 
fo dx ~-1 (r.n.m.k)( " ) 	(I• - I)!(s - r - 1)!  
s-r-2 d 
_ 	ar (s -1)! 	
J
X a [e _a(x-y)]r 
(r -1)!(s -r-1)! 0 
-v)-I - ) 	-r -1 x [1 - (s.n,,n,k)(1')dti 
- 	a(s -1)! 	r.v a[e -(t(x-,') r+I 
(r-1)!(s-r-2)! u 
-a(x-y) s-r-2 ( y )dy  
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_ 	a r (S - 1)! 	(-1 a [e_a(x- ►) ] r 
(r 
- 1)!(s - r —1)!,Jo 
s-r-I 
\\ hich leads to, 
f.Y * (r.n.m.k) (')=ar [ft"' (r+l,n,m,k)(x)—fk'(r,n,n,,k)(Y)] (2.4) 
or. 
. f V (r.n.m.k)(X)=ar1F ..(r+I.n.in,k) (Y)—FX'(r,n.m,k) (x)]. 	(2.5) 
Now, since (Ahsanul[ah, 2004a) 
[F ..(r+I,n.m.k)(1) — FX'(r.n.m,k)(Y)J 
_J, .rt,m,k)(x). 	 (2.6) 
l'heretorc, in view of (1.2), (2.5) and (2.6), we have 
(m + 1 )[F(x )]" f(x) =a 
[1— (F(x))"'+, ] 
implying that 
I 
F(t)=(1— (in +I)e-a`:]n,t~ 
and Theorem is proved. 
Remark 2.1: We can get the corresponding characterizing result for the 
order statistics at in = 0 as given in Theorem 2.1 of Chapter 11 if we 
replace (n—r+l) by s and (n—s+l) by r. 
Remark 2.2: As in —  —1, genexp-I(a) tends to the Gum (a) and 
X (r. n, m. k) to ~1' 1( ,. ~ , the r"' lower record. Therefore this reduces to 
"lheorem 2.1 of Chapter III. 
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Corollary 2.1: Let X * (s, n, m, k) be the s tl' in- dgos from a sample of 
size tr drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
c/f F(x) . then for 1 <- r < s <- n , 
X * (r+ j,n.in.k) d X* (s.n,in.k).V1. j =0,1, 	(2.7) 
where V1 cd Y,.,._ 	 i is the (s - r - j)th - order statistic from a sample 
of size (s - 1) drawn from the Par(a) distribution and is independent of 
X * (s, /1. in. k) if and only if X 1 	genPar-1(a). 
Proof: I lerc the product X * (s, n, in. k) - V l in (2.7) is called random 
dilation of ,V * (s.ii„ni,k) (Beutner and Kamps, 2008). The proof follows 
hs considering 
log 	(r.n.ni.k) cl log X * (s,/ .in,k) + logY~_,..,,_ I 
\\ hich implies 
X * (r,n./rv ,k) cl X * (s,n.nr,k) • Y,.-,.: ,.-~ 
in view of( 1.2.12). (1.5.8), (1.10.1) and (1.10.3) and the result follows. 
Remark 2.3: In case of ordinary order statistics, i.e., at in = 0. we have 
X,.-I:,t cl Xr:I?,Vi. j=0.1 • 1<-r<s, 
\\ - here V J d X, _ r _ /:n-,_ is independent of X,..,, if and only if 
X, - Par(a). as obtained in Corollary 2.1 of Chapter II. 
Remark 2.4: As in a -1, we get 
,k' L( ,.+j) L -%'L(, ) ' VJ• J=0.1: 1<-t•<s. 
where V1 cl }',._,._ 	 is the (s - r - j)!/' - order statistic from a sample 
of size (s - 1) drawn from the Par(a) distribution and is independent of 
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the sty' lower records if and only if X i 	inW (a), as obtained in 
('orotlary 2.1 ot Chapter III. 
Corollary 2.2: Let X(s.n,m.k) be the s'1' in-gos from a sample of size 
tt drawn from a continuous population with the pd/' f(x) and the df 
E(x). then for 15r <s<n, 
X(r+ J.n.in,k) d X(s,n,in.k) • W1, j = 0,1, 	 (2.8) 
\\- here W1 d Y,., r _.1 is the (r + j)tj' - order statistic from a sample of 
size (s - 1) drawn from the pow(a) distribution and is independent of 
l (s.n. in. k) hand only if X 1 - genpoiv-1(a). 
Proof: l Jere the product X (s. n, nt, k) - if' ,, in (2.8) is called random 
contraction of X (s. n,1n. k) (Beutner and Kamps, 2008). This can be 
proved by considering 
- logX * (r.n,m.k) d - log X * (s,n.,n,k) - Iog}s-ra-4 
which implies. 
X(r,n,m.k) d X(s,n,i t,k) . 
in view of(1.2.13). (1.5.9). (1.10.2) and (1.10.4) and the result follows. 
Remark 2.5: We can Let the corresponding characterizing result for the 
order statistics at in = () is: 
I.et X,..,, be the r`h order statistic from a sample of size n drawn from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df' F(x) , then for 
1<_r<s<_ii. 
X,.+1:17 d 	X.17' ft,,. j=0.1, 
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where W 1 d 	 is  is independent of X,. 	if and only if 
pcv(a), as obtained in Corollary 2.2 of Chapter II. 
Remark 2.6: The corresponding result for the lower records as in - -1 
is: 
Let X t , (,.) be the sill upper record from a continuous population with the 
pdf f(x) and the df' F(x), then for 1 S r <s. 
A' (s) , i.~ ; , 	j = 0,1. 
\\- here 6t', ti }",._.  	is the (r + j)1h - order statistic from a sample of 
size (s - 1) drawn from the pow(a) distribution and is independent of 
if and only if X, - Wei (a) . as obtained in Corollary 2.2 of 
Chapter III. 
Theorem 2.2: Let X * (r, n, trt. k) be the r i1' in-dgos from a sample of 
size n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
cl/' F(x). then for I < t, < n-, < tip , 
X * (r,nl -j.in.k) d X * (r,n,,in,k)+U1 , j=0,1, 	(2.9) 
where U d Y(n1 - n, - j. n~ - j, m, k) is the (n j - n2 - j)th tit- gos 
from a sample of size (n1 - j) drawn from the exp a - distribution 
(In + l 
and is independent of X * (r,n,,m.k) if and only if X 4 - genexp-I(a). 
Proof: l'o prove the necessary part, let the ingf of X * (r, n, m. k) be 
11 	(t). then 
(r,r.m.k ) 
X * (r.n j .m.k) d X * (r,n-,,tn,k) + Uo 
M 
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implies 
Al 	(t) = M • 	(t) • M , (t). 
r at 
Since for the genexp-1(a) distribution, the mgf of the t-'h - dgos 
Y (r, n,t,tk) is: 
C(„) 
:Lf 	(t)= 	r-I 	(''r' e tx [F(x)]XY" ) -I 
(y -1)!(m+1)'I ,J  
x [1- [F(x)]"'+, ]r-1 f(x)dx 
-1 rx 	 tx —ax r 	 —ax m+l —1 
— 1)! J I If(,,r+1) e [e 	] [1- (nt + 1)e]"' 	 dx 
a 
~r~~) -I 
= 	r-I 
(r-1). 1)!  I I() 	1n 	 I [e-ax 
I r-t a [l — (m+  I)e`ax]nt+I 	dx. 
Put i' =11 - (in + 1)e-a`  J to get, 
rr- r ~~ 
a 	(m +1) 
(2.10) (t) _  
~_t 	(n)%r 	I (r-1)!(nr+1) a r 	
_  +r 
(m+1) a  
Therefore. 
Al * 	(t) 1"(r✓rl.ni.k ) 
Al 
'
. 	(t) 
(rn .m.k ) 
("2) 	 (ill) 
('(11 I ) (rot+l) a 	(in+l) 
(irk) 	(ail) 	
r 	
(n,) ~', - i F '~'- 	- 	+ r r_ Y 
	
(in +l) 	a (inr+l) 
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(►:2) 	t 
 
("2) 
) 	Yr 	-- + 
	+(17, — 12) 
(•(~~I (m+1) a (nl+l) ,I 
117) 	(►,Z) 	 (p2) 
~,-I r Yr-- - + (n, -n2)- t +  
(rn+l) 	 a 	(In+l) 
I°2 — 	°
~ 
t(m+l) 
1 	(►t~ ) 
rI 	aY; 
as ~ ~  j = l~r+` j) 7 	 + (17, — 112 )(Ill + 1) 	 (" )  nl +j = Yr+ f) + Y(III + 1). 
But this is the nlgi of Y(nl — n,, n,,ln,k), the (n, — n, )It' In-gos from a 
sample of size n, drawn from the exp a 
l 	
in view of (4 2.2) and 
m+ 
hence the result. 
For the proof of sufficiency part, we have by the convolution method 
( x ) = f 
✓ , 
l r,r
• 
n.mk) 	J77 
 }( 	 ,il .li ,ii, k) (x — J )C Y t r.nl .m.k I 	 I 1 
a 
(nl) 	
n ~ I n2 -1 	J [e _(a(x-y)'m+l) ] ynl ~,i2 
(i11 - 117 - 1)(1)1 + 1)"l -n' 
XII -(e-(a(.~ - y')%►u+l) )nr+I 1171 -n2 -I 
xf.* 	(v)'V. 
( r.m,nik ) 
Differentiating both the sides of (2.1 1) w.r.t. x, we get 
d
c/V t 1r71Iink) 
t 	
a(n,—n, 
(n1 — n,) 
I -1)0"1 n1 -n2 -1 
— 1) !(m + l)fI -n2 
X (o a [e(a(x-t) ,n+l)~!It'-,r,+ 	 1 )  
(2.11) 
I 	-(a(x- 1Y) m+l) l n+l nl -n2--2 j 	 / x 1 1 — (.~ 	 ) 	
j.i•(r.riZ.m,k) 
(y )dj~ 
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a (n1) C(n l ) 	 (nl) 
Yrrl -n2 	2 - 	l"nl-n2 
('ii - n2 - 1)!(ni + 1)nt -n2 +) 
Jp 	L 	 J 
x 11 - (e-(a(.'"-}) nl*l) )m+l Inl -n2 -1' 	(y)dy. 	(2.12) 
(r,n2 ,m,k ) 
Now since, 
a 	
n (171) 
Y _ c 111-n2-I 	[e -(ax 	
(
n2 
il ( n~.nl.ni.t 1 	) 	1 - 	- 1)!(m + 1)n1 -rr2 L 	J  i1 ~ 
X 1 _ (e-(av nr -+ I) )m+I 1n1 -n2 - I 
(Ill) 	 n 
	
1 	 J (nl -n2 -1)!(,n+l)rll-n, 
 
x 1 _ (e_ ..t nr+l )nr+I 1111 _n2_2 [1 - (e-(ai,'rn+l) )nl+l 1 
a ("I ) 
 
fl u 	-1 	
L ('ii -ire -1)!(in + I)nl -r, 
x [l - (e-(av rn+l) )nl+I In1 -n, -2 
(111) a C:n
1 -112 -1 	 [e -(0 m+i) ~Ynl - n2 +(,n+I ) 
(i11 — n, — I)!(nr + 1)'1I -rl2 
x 1 1 - (e-(a' nr+I) )»r+ I In1 -n, -2 
a C'(711) 	 ) i (n1) 	( 	) ,r~ 117 -1 	 r -(ax; rn+I 	n -n2 + nr+l or. 	 le 
(/11 - 11, - 1)!(in + 1)111 -n7 
X [l _ 	m+ I) )nr+I 1n1 -n7 -2 
(111) 
- 	a Co l -n7 -1 	re-(a1 nl+l) lY "
I) 
 
 n~ 
(i11 - 112 - l)!(nt+l)nl -172 
l 	 1 
-(ax in-I) nr+l n l n, -2 
- .ft's„ „n.n1.n,.kl (r) 
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implying 
a(Ill+1)(nl - 	-1)C 'I I )"2 
(Ill - 172 - 1)!(ln + 1)"I "2 
I?.I, 
x[e -((xV nt+l) J~,rl_"2 
~(n7 +I ) l - (C -(crr m+l) )nt+l Inl -", -2 
('(ill ) 
_ 	?r l -112 -1 
C C(nj -1) 	(n1-n7 l.rrl I.nr,k) ( ) 
itl 	2 -2 
- (in ± I )(n1 - /72 -1 )fl
( 	
(~) 
nl-n~.nl.nt.k) 
alter noting that 
) 
I " 2 	- YI 	nl -f>> -2 
) 	 (,JI ) 
~  	 i    
	
• ("
t
2
f 
) 	(n1)  ' ' 	+ (/ l —/,—j + l) = 	y_
1tl-► 
 
2+r+j (in +l) 	 (il+l)  
in view of (2.12). this (cads to 
d 	 ay'"I ) 
` - J;fY(,,1 .v Ch l lr.nl.m.k) 	(/11+1) 	n7 I✓rl I✓n.kl 	 1(r.rr~.m,kl 
( Ill + I 	2 	.nt. ) ~Q }lnl-"+l-Ik) (x — ~)./ 	(y)d (r,n ,nr,k) 
a yl 11 1 
	
= 	—[f. 	(x)—f ,1   ~ 	(r)] 	(2.13) (in + 1) 	l rrrl -I,nr.k) 	 (r,nl .nr,k ) 
('rl 
• a yI or. 	1 	(x) _ 	[F 	(x) — F • 	(x)] 	(2.14) (r.nl .nrk) 	(nl + 1) 	l (r.rl I.nr.k) 	 (r.nl ✓rr,k ) 
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Now since. 
(»i + 1) C( »' ) 
If 	(x) - f' • 	(x)]= 
rn1 	 't(r., m.k) 	„( 	
l,lt)(r-1)l(m
+l)' ~'~ 1 
X [F(x)], ;,,; (,r+i)II - (F(x))»r+1 ],• 
Therefore. in view of( .2). (2.14) and (2.15), we have 
(2.15) 
(m + 1)[F(x)]», f(t) =a [1- (F(`))»r+i 
'mpIvino that 
i 
— cc /~(x)=[1— (in +l)e 	' ]nr+► 
and hence the proof. 
Remark 2.7: The corresponding characterizing result for the order 
statistics at in = 0 is: 
Let X,.: ,, be the r th order statistic from a sample of size n drawn from a 
continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df F(x), then 
for 1<_r<122 < 
i rl:rrI 	d Xn2—r+1:n, +U1 , j =0,1, 
\\. here L' j d Xt11 - », - j:»i -j is independent of X», -r+1 n, if and only 
X1 - exp(a) . This reduces to Theorem 2.3 of Chapter 11 if we replace 
(n, - r + 1) by I• , ,t, by in and ,z by n 
Corollary 2.3: 1 c X * (r.nt. in. k) be the r rf' in-dgos from a sample of' 
size it drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
elf F(x). then for I <-r<172 <n' , 
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X * (r.nl - j.nt.k) d X * ( r,n-,,in,k) - V1 , j=0,1, 	(2.16) 
where l'J (I Y(nl -n2 - . ,nl - j,m,k), the (nl - n, - j)tl' iii- gas from 
a sample of size (nl - j) drawn from the Par { a 	distribution and is 
iii +I 
independent of X (r,ni,nt.k) ifand only if X l -- genPor-1(a). 
Proof: "l his is case of random dilation. To prove the Corollary, we 
Consider 
log X* ( r.n1 . in, k) d log X*  ( r,n-,,in,k) + log Y(nl - n2 nl ,m,k) 
which implies 
X * (r.nl .ni.k) d X (r,n,,m.k). Y(n -  
and the proof follows in view of( 1.4.6), (1.5.8), (1.10.1) and (1.10.3). 
Remark 2.8: Corollary 2.3 can be deduced for order statistics as 
'l It s - j--r+I:n7 1 - i C1 Xt?-, -r+l:n, * X111 	- j:n1 -J 
which is essentially Corollary 2.5 of Chapter II. 
Corollary 2.4: Let X (r, n. m, k) be the rtl' rrt- gos from a sample of size 
/► drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
/•'(x) . then for 1 <- r < n, <111. 
X(r.n l - j./n.k) d X(r.n2.m.k) - W1 . j = 0.1. 	 (2.17) 
where W1 d Y*  (nl - n - j. t/1 - j. m. k) . the ('ii  - n, - J)tl' in- dgos 
from a sample of size (nl - j) drawn from the pow a 	distribution 
in+1 
and is independent of X (r. rt, . in. k) if and only if' X 	genpow-I (a) 
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Proof: This is case of random contraction. The Corollary is proved by 
considering 
- log X * (r,n~,m,k) d -log X * (r,n- ) ,  in k) - log Y(n1 - n2 ,n1 ,,n,k) 
and the result follows with an appeal to (1.5.9), (1.5.10), (1.10.2) and 
(1.10.4). 
Remark2.9: The relation at in = 0 i.e. for order statistics is of the form 
X ,.:11 -) C[ X ,.:1J7 	n,n2 ±I:11) -I 
as obtained in Corollary 2.6 of Chapter II, with n1 replaced by n and n2 
replaced by in. 
Theorem 2.3: Let X * (r,n,rn,k) be the r tl' in-dgos from a sample of 
size n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
df F(x). then for I <_r<n, < 
X * (r.ni - j.in.k) d X * (r.n,,m,k) + U1 . j=0,1, 	(2.18) 
where U1 d Y(n1 - n, - j. n, - j.m,k) is the (n1 - 112 - j)rh m-gos 
from a sample of size (n1 - j) drawn from the exp(a) distribution and is 
independent of X * (r, n2 , m, k) if and only if X1 -- genexp-H(a) . 
Proof: To prove the necessary part, let the ingf of X * (r, n, m, k) be 
11 	(t), then 
X * (r.nl .in,k) d X * (r.n2,rn,k) + UO 
implies 
M 	(t) = M . 	(t) • Mt" (t). 
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Since for the genrexp-11(a) distribution, the nigf of the rtl' - dgos 
x (r. n, ni, k) is given by 
n 
( x 	 Yrrr) 
	
( 1 ) _ 	C r-1 	J- etx [F(x)] 	
-I 
(r -1)!(m + 1)r-I  
x [1 - [F(x)j'r+l r-I f(x)dx 
__ 	a C~r-1 	r' 
J 
eIx [ e-a(nt+l )x Ir 
(r - 1)!(m + 1)r - I o 
Yrn) 
x [1 — e-a(m+I)x ]„r+1 dx 
a 011) r•- [e-a( m+l)x 	a(m+l) 
(r -1)!(nt + 1)r -1 J 
( 
o 
Y ((•
fl 
x[1 -e-a(m+I)x]m+1-j dx. 
Put i• = [1 - e-a(»,+1).v I to get. 
CO7) 
M. 	_ — 	r-I 
~»r.k) r r.». (r-1)!(nr+l) 
rr-- -1 --r Y; rr) 
a(m+l) 	(nt+1) 
(n) 
1, Yr - t +1• 
(m+l) a(m+l) 
(2.19) 
- Iherelore. 
itl 	(t) 
Y(r.n1.nr.k) 
(r .n •rn.k) 
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_Y("'_ ) — 	t 	+ i 	Y, "I 
) 
C L-I1 I (m+1) a(m+l) 	I (m+l) 
c'f Y(nI) 	1 	Yrn2) r 	— +r r 
(m+l) a(n7+1) 	(/n+l) 
("2) 
c ~ ►) 	r - r 	1 	+r 
Cr (m + 1) a(in + 1) 
C(2)(„2) 	t -1 r Yr- 	+(n~ -n•,)- 	+r 
(m+1) a(nl + 1) 
(»2) 
r Y' 	+(nI - n,) 
(in +1) 
x 
y (ni ) 
r 
(nl+l) 
-I 	-1 
— F  
'1- 
i=1 	a Yi 
as Yr+I / = Yr+2j) + (n1 — n2 )(alt + 1) and ynl'- n ~ +j = Yr+j + r(m + 1). 
But this is the mgf of Y(n1 - n-.,n1 , in, k), the ('ii - n2 )1h in-gos from a 
sample of size ,II drawn from the exp (a), in view of (4.2.2) and hence 
the result. 
For the proof of sufficiency part. we have by the convolution method 
J i `  nr.k (x) — S0 J }•VJt' ~.mkl (Y)f 'r,,r2.n, 	
(x y)d1~ l 	 - 
(n1) 	 » a i)  It -)77 -I x r e-a(x-), ) ] nI-n2 
(nl - n, - 1)!(111 + I)„I -n, -1 Jo 
l 	J 
x l _ (e '-,) )»,+I~,,, -n, -' 
f ` 	(y)dy.  . (2.20) ,l(r.n2.m,k) 
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Differentiate both the sides of (2.20) w.r.t. x, to get 
d 	 a(m+l)(nl -n2 -1)C(I ~I (x)= 	 r a- 
dz 	(nl -n2 -1)!(m+1)"I-n2-I 
K Pa Y 	m+t -,~ + ) 
0 
x [l - (e-a(i-Y))tn+l }?21 "2-2.j • 	(y)dy 
Ytr.n2,mA) 
nl 
I 
) 	(nl) 
- 	a~ nl-n2 II-n2 -1 	 rx a [e-alx-Y))Y rI-n2 
(n1 -n2 -1)!(m+l)"I-n2-1 0 
-a(x-Y))m+l]nl-n2-I.j • 	(y)dy. (2.21)  
inkl 
Now since, 
a CI"I) 	 t"0 x - 	nl-"2-1 	fe-ax ]Ynl-"2 
"2 „Lni.kl ( ) (n1-n2 - I)!(m+l)"I-nz-IL 
	J 
x [I - (e- L )m+l ]nl -n2 -1 
a 
nl)  ("1) 
 nl-n?- 	[1 -)Ynl"2 
(n1-n2-1)(m+1)"1 "2-I e 
~ 
x [l-(e")'1+l)n1-n2-2[1-(e ar)tn+l ) 
nl "2-I n n 	
I [e -a'-1j' 
(nl -n?  
x 	(e-¢e)m+l]nl-n2 -2 
a C lnl) 	 oill nl -"2 -1 	1,.-ax1 -n2 (in +l) 
(nl -n2 -1)!(m+1)"i-n2-1 
x [1 (e-w')rn+l Inl-n2-2 
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or. 
( ,rl  (X 	) ("I )~z + m+l . Ir l n, --I 	 le-rxr 1711 n 	( 	) 
( T71 - T12 -1)(Ill+l)"}-n,-1 
x [1 - (e " )m 1 jn I _n2-2 
= 
	
	u C(II I ) 	 (II 
II I -112 	I  
(1T1 —rah 1)!(»t + 1)„~ -121 
x [1 — (e -- Q'T )nl+l ]111 -/12 -2 — ~Y 	 (Y,) 
implying 
) 	 (» (X(/11 - il  -1)(Tll+1)C(„1 "1-n2-1 
[e
_ 11Y lr1 _ 2 +(nt+l) 
(i11 - 	- 	+ 1)nI -n2 -I 
x[1 -(e-ctt)»r+l],il,r,-2 
C`(111 ) 
_ 	! i -' -1 {~ 
(!t ! 	1) 	1 	(nl -n2 - I.n1-Lnl.k) (~~ 
n l n2 -2 
— (»l + 1)(r1  — ' 2 —1) f t'( Irl m ✓ I .nr.k ) (x) 
alter noting that 
~.(nl) 	- 	(nrl )C("1 -1) 
nl -fl) -I - YI 	II I -n7 -2 
and 
(n2) 	 (,11 ) 
Yj 	(n,)_ (n1) +(ill -ill - j+r)= 	 - ; Yr+j 	Y/tl-n2+r+j (»l+1) 	 (»l+1) 
in view of (2.21). This leads to. 
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CjC 	t I r.rrl.nr.k 
 
(x) = a 1 /71) fO f}(»I »Z I✓rl-l.nt.k (x 	y) 
X l -• 	(y)dy l 
- a yl 	JO 	)-(rrl rn I.rrl Lnr.k (x — y) 
X .1 ., 	(y)dy (r.,n,m.k) 
	
=a4"I )Lj X'• 	(t) — f,• 	(x)] 
' (r.nl -I.m,k) 	 (r.nl,nr.k ) 
or, 
I 	(X):7-- a7i I [F 	(x) - F .. 	(x)] 
' rt~.nl?:I 	 lr.tj -I,nr.k)  
'\o\V Since. 
(2.22) 
[F 	(x)—F 	(t)]= 
! ltd -Imk 	l' " .mk y~»,)  (in +1)r
-1(r —I)! 
»r+l) 	 m+l r xLF(1 )]/r 	
( 
rr Ll — (F(i)) 	Y 
Therefore, in view of(1.2), (2.22) and (2.23), we have 
(2.23) 
(in +1)[F(i)]»rf(x) =a(ttt+l) 
Ll — (F(x))»' I 
implying that 
I 
-a(»r+l 	,»+I 
and hence the proof. 
Remark 2.10: The corresponding characterizing result for the order 
statistics at in = 0 is: 
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Let -1',..,, be the r th  order statistic from a sample of size n drawn from a 
continuous population with the pc f f(x) and the df F(x) . then 
for l <— r < n-, < nl . 
j , I:,r, 	id ',ti -r 1:,r1 + Xn1 	_j:,1 	, J J j 
as obtained in Remark 2.7. 
Corollary 2.5: Let X * (r.n.m,k) he the r ljl in-clgos from a sample of 
sire n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
dJ , F(x). then for 1<—r<n-, <n1 . 
X * (r,nl — j,m,k) d X * (r,n2 ,in,k) • V 1 , j=0,1, 	(2.24) 
where V ) d Y(nl — n-, — J. n1 — j. in, k), the (n1 — n-, — J)lh in- gos from a 
sample of size (111 — j) drawn from the Par(a) distribution and is 
independent of X
* 
 (r.n-,.m,k) if and only if X I 	genPar-11(a). 
Proof: To prove the Corollary, we consider 
logX * (r.n1 .m.k) cl log X * (r,n2,in,k)+ log Y(nl —n2 .ni ,in,k) 
which implies 
X (r,i7j,in.k) d X (r,n2,nl,k) • Y(n,  
and the proof follows in view of( 1.4.6), (1.5.8), (1.10.1) and (1.10.3). 
Remark 2.11: Corollary 2.5 can be deduced for order statistics as 
	
- j [j X,r, --r+I:rr, , X ,ii 	- j:n1 -I 
as obtained in Remark 2.8. 
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Corollary 2.6: Let X(r,it,rnt,k) be the r` /7 to-gos from a sample of size 
n drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
11x), then for 1 S r <n, <n1 , 
X(r. n 1 - j.in,k) d X(r,n,.in.k) - W i , j=0,1. 	 (2.25) 
where W 1 d Y* ('l - n2 - j,n1 - j,m.k), the (n1 - n,) - j)th in-dgos 
from a sample of size (rt e - j) drawn from the pow(a) distribution and is 
independent of X(r,n,.in,k) ifand only if X 1 - genpotiv-11 (a). 
Proof: The Corollary is proved by considering 
- log X * ( r.ni .In.k) d -logX * (r.n,,tit,k) -logY(n1 -n,,n1 ,m.k) 
which implies 
X(r.n1.in.k) d X(r,n-,,in.k). }' (ilk - /12,121,tit,k) 
and the result follows with an appeal to (1.5.9), (1.5.10), (1.10.2) and 
(1.10.4). 
Remark 2.12: The relation at in = 0 is of the form 
X  r:111 - j d X1 :,72 , 	 7J, +x:,71 -j 
as obtained in Remark 2.9. 
3. Characterization of the generalized logistic and generalized 
log-logistic distributions 
1'hcorem 3.1: Let X * (s, n, nt. k) be the st 1r n1- dgos from a sample of 
size it drawn from a continuous population with the pdf /(x) and the 
c1J F(.v), then for 1 <- r <s <n, 
X (s - t + j,it - r 	j.tit,k) d X (s,n,ni,k) + U 1 , J=0,1 	(3.1) 
( Iiwackri:afion of Di.cnrihuliuns h Translation , Dilation and Contraction... 
where U, d Y,. _   	is the (r — j)11? —order statistic from a sample of 
size (s — 1) drawn from the exp(a) distribution and is independent of 
X (s.n,In.k) if and only if X ) — genlogistic-I(a). 
Proof: "Co prove the necessary part, let the mgf of X * (s, n, m, k) be 
Al .• 	(t). then 
X #(s — r. ii — r. in, k) d X* (s, n, in, k) + U 0 
\V i l l imply 
M.• 	(t)=M_• 	(1) •M (, l (I). 
(S-r Jl r,n k )  
Since for the genlogistic-I(a) distribution, the mgf of the r ti' — dgos 
X (r,n,in,k) is given by 
C(n) 
	
(t) _ 	 ~x 	(n) 
(I — 1)!(m+ 1)r-1 	on 
x [1 - [F(x)1"  
]r-1 f(x)dX 
(n- I) 
= aC
—
r-1 (`c tx -at r 	 -a -  r
(~• 	 I 
(») 	 _ " I 	__., 
= aCs-1 J 	-ar s-! cr 	-cry [e 	J~ 	[1 + (in + 1)e 	J »'+) 	dx. 
Put v = 	1 	 to vet, 
I1 + (m + 1)e' 
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L>^ ys—+~-rs–` 
(„) 1)a (,,z+1) a 	a (t)-- 	 (3.2) 
(..n.,,,.A 	(s - 1)! 	(") 
(in +l) 
t herefi re. 
11 	(t) l (s -r,,,-r.m.k ) Mu (r) 	M 
" 	
(t) 
(s.n.m.k) 
1 F(s)r s – f' – -- 
a 
F(S–r)F 5
t
---  
a 
as ~~".')~ =k+(n-s-1)(n, +1)= 
But this is the mg/' of' Y,.: ,_ I , the r th order statistic from a sample of size 
(s - I) drawn fiDm the e.vpp(a). in view of (2.2.2) and hence the result 
For the proof of' sufficiency part. we have by the convolution method 
1 	(X) = Jo f X,- 	(y) • ft',r:.,-i (x — y )dy 	(3.3) 
a (S — 1)! 	(•1 
e
-a(x- t~) 1s-r J  
(r-1)!(s-r-1)! o 
x I I - (e ' i) )], -1 f 	(v)d1' . 	 (3.4) 
l)ifTsreRiiating both the sides of' (3.4) ►v.r.t. x, we get 
a (r -1)(s -1)! 
(I 	(s-r.n-r.u,.k) 	(r — l)!(s — r — 1)! 0 	1 
x [l _ (e" 	)1' -2 f (s.,,.»,.~) (y )cI)' 
a(s — r)(s — 1)!  
(r -1)!(s — r -1)! J0 
x [1 — (e-U_,v) )it -I f 	(. )~L , 1'  t 1 s.,r,m.6 1 
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vv hich leads to 
d 
.f 	 (x) 
cl1 	'' (.1 —iii 
	
= a(s -1')I.f ,• 	(x) - f,. 	(Y)1 	(3.5) 
( 	r-I.n r- I✓n.k I 	•V (s-r.n-r.m.k ) 
01'. 	 (x) 
L' _r.n-r.m.k 1 
=a(s-r)[F,. 	(x) - F • 	(i)J. 	(3.6) 
1 (s_rl.n-r1.mk) 	-1 (s-r✓i-r.mk ) 
Now since. 
C(n-r) 
F • t - F
, 	
__ 
()~ 
	SP —I 
'l ls-r~~,rr-r-I.rn,l I ( ) 	'~is-r.n-rm.k) 	(s — r) I (ni + 1)S-' 
x [F(x)]_ 	
(l — (F(X))m+l s —r. 	 (3.7) 
herefore. in view of(1.2). (3.6) and (3.7), we have 
On + 1)1'(x) = «I F(x)III — (F(x))"' 	1 . 
But this is the characterization result for genlogistic-I(a)distribution 
1~ (r) _ [1 + (,11 + 1)e-av ] " 	and hence the Theorem. 
Remark 3.1: We can get the corresponding characterizing result for the 
order statistics at in = 0 is: 
I ct X,.:,, be the r'h' order statistic from a sample of size n drawn from a 
continuous population with the pelf J(x) and the cif F(x). then for 
I <_i'<S<12. 
l :l„ s :,, ± U1 j = 0.1. 
where U1 d Y,. ~.,. ~ is the (r - j)i' - order statistic from a sample of 
size (s - 1) drawn from exp(a) distribution and is independent of 
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X,7 - ,._,_ I:,, if and only if X i - logistic(a) . This reduces to Theorem 3.1 
of Chapter II if we replace (n - s + 1) by r and (n - r) by in. 
Corollary3.1: Let X (s,n,m,k) be the s tli in-dgos from a sample of 
siv.c ri drawn from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the 
dj F(x). then for 1<-r<s<n, 
X* (s - r + j,n - r+ j,tn,k) d X* (s,n,mn,k)•V1 , J=0,1, 	(3.8) 
here V, d Y,._ 	is the (r - 	- order statistics from a sample of 
size (s - 1) drawn from the Par(a) distribution and is independent of 
X (.s, n, m, k) if and only if X 1 	genlog-logistic-1 (a) . 
Proof: Note that 
logX*(s - t•,n - r,in.k) d log X* (s,n,in,k) + log Yr:s-I 
implies 
X * (s - r,tr - t-,in.k) d X* (s,n,in.k) . };.:.5.-I 
and the proof follows in view of( 1.5.8), (1.2.12), (1.10.1) and (1.10.11). 
Remark 3.2: In case of ordinary order statistics, i.e., at in = 0, Corollary 
3.1 reduces to 
~l'„-s-►:,,-, - i d ' 	.,ti:,, 	V1, j = 0.1. 
\\ - here U d },. 	 . 	is the (r - J)tl' -order statistic from a sample of 
size (s - 1) drawn from the Par (a) distribution and is independent of 
,+I:,1 if and only if X l - log-logistic(a) . This reduces to Corollary 
3.1 of Chapter 11 if we replace (n - s + 1) by r and (n - rr) by in. 
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Corollary 3.2: Let X(s,n,m.k) be the sty' m-gos from a sample of size 
n dra\v n from a continuous population with the pdf f(x) and the df 
E(x). then for 1 <_rr <s <n, 
)((s—r+ j,n—r+ j,in,k) d X(s,n,in,k)•W1 , j=0,1, 	(3.9) 
\\ here W 1 d Y,. _,. 	is the (s — r + j )rh' — order statistic from a sample 
of size (s — 1) drawn from the pow (a) distribution and is independent of 
1' (.s. n. in. k) if and only if X 1 — genlog-logistic-I (a) . 
Proof: This can he proved by considering 
— log X* (s—r,n— r,nt.k) d — log X * (s,n,m,k) — log Yr:.,-, 
and hence the result follows in view of (1.5.9), (1.2.13), (1.10.2) and 
(1.10.12). 
Remark 3.3: In case of ordinary order statistics, i.e., at in = 0, 
Corollary 3.2 reduces to 
i:,t -,., 1 d X.,:,, 'W1, j=0,1, 
where W I d Y,-,._,_ 1 .s _ I is the (s — r + j)`h' order statistic from a sample 
of size (s — 1) drawn from the pow(a) distribution and is independent of 
X,.,, if and only if X 1 -- log-logistic(a) . This reduces to Corollary 3.2 
of Chapter II if we replace (s — r) by r and (n — r) by in. 
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